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Abstract
In this dissertation we define a generalization of Kakeya sets in certain metric
spaces. Kakeya sets in Euclidean spaces are sets of zero Lebesgue measure con-
taining a segment of length one in every direction. A famous conjecture, known as
Kakeya conjecture, states that the Hausdorff dimension of any Kakeya set should
equal the dimension of the space. It was proved only in the plane, whereas in
higher dimensions both geometric and arithmetic combinatorial methods were
used to obtain partial results.
In the first part of the thesis we define generalized Kakeya sets in metric
spaces satisfying certain axioms. These allow us to prove some lower bounds for
the Hausdorff dimension of generalized Kakeya sets using two methods introduced
in the Euclidean context by Bourgain and Wolff. With this abstract setup we
can deal with many special cases in a unified way, recovering some known results
and proving new ones.
In the second part we present various applications. We recover some of the
known estimates for the classical Kakeya and Nikodym sets and for curved Kakeya
sets. Moreover, we prove lower bounds for the dimension of sets containing a
segment in a line through every point of a hyperplane and of an (n-1)-rectifiable
set. We then show dimension estimates for Furstenberg type sets (already known
in the plane) and for the classical Kakeya sets with respect to a metric that
is homogeneous under non-isotropic dilations and in which balls are rectangular
boxes with sides parallel to the coordinate axis. Finally, we prove lower bounds for
the classical bounded Kakeya sets and a natural modification of them in Carnot
groups of step two whose second layer has dimension one, such as the Heisenberg
group. On the other hand, if the dimension is bigger than one we show that we
cannot use this approach.
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1 Introduction
Kakeya sets (also known as Besicovitch sets) in Rn are sets of zero Lebesgue measure
containing a line segment of unit length in every direction. Their study originated
from a question of Kakeya, who asked to determine the smallest area in which a unit
line segment can be rotated 180 degrees in the plane. Besicovitch [2] constructed
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such a set with arbitrarily small area. Since then, these sets in general Rn have been
studied extensively: in particular, it is conjectured that they should have full Hausdorff
dimension but it was proved only in the plane (Davies, [10]).
Several approaches have been used to get lower bounds for their Hausdorff dimen-
sion: Bourgain developed a geometric method [4], improved then by Wolff [25]; later
on, Bourgain himself [6] introduced an arithmetic combinatorial method, improved by
Katz and Tao [13].
For a more complete discussion on the results concerning Kakeya sets see [17] (Chap-
ters 11,22,23), where connections to other important questions in modern Fourier anal-
ysis are described.
In this thesis we define Kakeya sets in an axiomatic setting in which we can prove
estimates for their Hausdorff dimension by suitably modifying Bourgain’s and Wolff’s
geometric arguments. The idea is to enlighten the geometric aspects of the methods,
enclosing them in five axioms that can then be verified in some special cases. Moreover,
this approach allows us to deal with many special cases in a unified way.
The setting is a complete separable metric space (X, d), which is the ambient space,
endowed with an upper Ahlfors Q-regular measure µ, and another metric space (Z, dZ)
with a compact subset Y ⊂ Z, which is the space of directions (Z is endowed with
a measure ν satisfying (2)). We define analogues of Kakeya sets as subsets of X
containing certain subsets Fu(a) of X (corresponding to segments in the classical case)
associated to every direction u ∈ Y and some a ∈ A, which is a space of parameters
(see Section 2 for details). Tubes are defined as δ neighbourhoods of some objects
Iu(a) ⊃ Fu(a). We assume that they satisfy certain axioms that contain the geometric
features (such as the µ measure of the tubes and the way they intersect) required to
define a suitable Kakeya maximal function and to use the geometric methods mentioned
above to prove certain Lp estimates for it, which imply lower bounds for the Hausdorff
dimension of Kakeya sets.
Modifying Bourgain’s method we obtain a weak type Lp estimate for p = S+2
2
(see
Theorem 5.1), which implies a certain lower bound for the Hausdorff dimension. The
proof proceeds in the same way as in the classical case, where it yields the lower bound
n+1
2
for the Hausdorff dimension of Kakeya sets.
Wolff’s method requires a more complicated geometric assumption (Axiom 5),
which we were not able to obtain from simpler hypothesis. When this is verified we
prove another Lp estimate (Theorem 6.2), which yields an improvement of Bourgain’s
bound in the classical case (n+2
2
) and here only in some cases.
If one can thus show that a certain setting satisfies the axioms, one obtains estimates
for the dimension of Kakeya sets in that setting. We show some examples (apart from
the classical Kakeya sets in Rn with the Euclidean metric), recovering some known
results and proving new ones. We recover the known dimension estimates (n+2
2
) for
Nikodym sets, which were originally proved by Bourgain and Wolff. Nikodym sets are
subsets of Rn having zero measure and containing a segment of unit length in a line
through every point of the space. We prove the same lower bound for the Hausdorff
dimension of sets containing a segment in a line through every point of a hyperplane
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(see Theorem 8.1). Another variant of Nikodym sets are sets containing a segment
in a line through almost every point of an (n − 1)-rectifiable set with direction not
contained in the approximate tangent plane. We first reduce the problem to Lipschitz
graphs and then we prove the lower bound n+2
2
also for the Hausdorff dimension of
these sets (see Theorem 9.2), which is to our knowledge a new result.
We also recover the known dimension estimates for curved Kakeya and Nikodym
sets, which were originally proved by Bourgain [5] and Wisewell [24]. Moreover, we con-
sider Kakeya sets with segments in a restricted set of directions. These were considered
by various authors before and Bateman [1] and Kroc and Pramanik [15] characterized
those sets of directions for which the Nikodym maximal function is bounded. Mitsis [18]
proved that sets in the plane containing a segment in every direction of a subset A of
the sphere have dimension at least the dimension of A plus one. Here we show in
Theorem 11.1 that a subset of Rn, n ≥ 3, containing a segment in every direction of an
Ahlfors S-regular subset of the sphere, S ≥ 1, has dimension greater or equal to S+3
2
.
We recover the lower bound proved by Wolff for the dimension of Furstenberg
sets in the plane and prove new lower bounds for them in higher dimensions (see
Theorem 12.1). Given 0 < s ≤ 1, an s-Furstenberg set is a compact set such that
for every direction there is a line whose intersection with the set has dimension at
least s. Wolff in [26] proved that in the plane the Hausdorff dimension of these sets
is ≥ max{2s, s + 1
2
}. Our result states that in Rn the Hausdorff dimension of an s-
Furstenberg set is at least max{ (2s−1)n+2
2
, s4n+3
7
} when n ≤ 8 and at least s4n+3
7
when
n ≥ 9. Making a stronger assumption, that is considering sets containing in every
direction a rotated and translated copy of an Ahlfors s-regular compact subset of the
real line, we can improve the previous lower bounds in dimension greater or equal to
three, proving Theorem 12.2. In this case the lower bounds are 2s+ n−2
2
for n ≤ 8 and
max{2s+ n−2
2
, s4n+3
7
} for n ≥ 9. Here we will see that we have only a modified version
of Axiom 1 but we can obtain anyway these dimension estimates.
We then consider two applications in non-Euclidean spaces. We first prove dimen-
sion estimates for the usual Kakeya sets but considered in Rn = Rm1 × · · · × Rms
endowed with a metric d homogeneous under non-isotropic dilations and in which balls
are rectangular boxes with sides parallel to the coordinate axis. We show that the
Hausdorff dimension with respect to d of any Kakeya set is at least 6
11
Q + 5
11
s, where
Q =
∑s
j=1 jmj, and in the case when m1 = n− 1, m2 = · · · = ms−1 = 0 and ms = 1 it
is at least n+2s
2
when n ≤ 12 (see Theorem 13.1). To prove these estimates we will also
use a modification of the arithmetic method introduced by Bourgain and developed by
Katz and Tao.
One motivation for this last example comes from the idea of studying Kakeya sets
in Carnot groups. The author in [21] has proved that Lp estimates for the classical
Kakeya maximal function imply lower bounds for the Hausdorff dimension of bounded
Besicovitch sets in the Heisenberg group Hn ∼= R2n+1 with respect to the Korányi
metric (which is bi-Lipschitz equivalent to the Carnot Carathéodory metric). By the
results of Wolff and of Katz and Tao one then gets the lower bounds 2n+5
2
for n ≤ 3
4
and 8n+14
7
for n ≥ 4 for the Heisenberg Hausdorff dimension.
In a similar spirit, it would be interesting to obtain some lower bounds for the Haus-
dorff dimension of Besicovitch sets in a Carnot group with respect to a homogeneous
metric. We will show that the axioms hold in a Carnot group of step 2 whose second
layer has dimension 1, thus we can prove the lower bound n+4
2
for the dimension of any
bounded Kakeya set with respect to any homogenous metric (see Theorem 14.4). Un-
fortunately this is not the case for other Carnot groups. We conclude with a negative
result, showing that in Carnot groups of step 2 whose second layer has dimension > 1
endowed with the d∞ metric (see (88), (89)) we cannot use this axiomatic approach.
Moreover, we will consider a modification of the classical Kakeya sets in Carnot
groups of step 2, namely sets containing a left translation of every segment through
the origin with direction close to the xn-axis. We will show the lower bound n+32 for
their Hausdorff dimension with respect to a homogeneous metric in any Carnot group
of step 2 whose second layer has dimension 1 (see Theorem 14.4).
The thesis is organized as follows. In Part I (Sections 3-6) we define Kakeya sets in
certain metric spaces and prove dimension estimates for them. In particular, in Section
3 we introduce the axiomatic setting and in Section 4 we show that Lp estimates of the
Kakeya maximal function imply lower bounds for the Hausdorff dimension of Kakeya
sets and how to discretize those Lp estimates. Section 5 contains the generalization
of Bourgain’s method and Section 6 of Wolff’s method. In Part II (Sections 7-14) we
explain various examples of applications.
2 List of Notation
Since Part 1 is quite heavy in notation, we make here a list of the main symbols
that we will use with a reference to where they are defined and a short description.
Symbol Reference Description
(X, d) Section 3 Ambient space: complete separable metric space
µ (1) Upper Ahlfors regular measure on X
Q (1) Upper Ahlfors regularity exponent of µ
Bd(a, r) Below (1) Closed ball in the metric d
d′ Section 3 A second metric on X such that (X, d′) is separable
(Z, dZ) Section 3 Metric space containing the space of directions Y
Y Section 3 Space of directions: compact subset of Z
ν (2) Borel measure on Z
S (2) Exponent of the radius in the ν measure of balls centered
in Y
dimd (3) Hausdorff dimension with respect to d
A Section 3 Set of parameters
Fu(a) (4) Subset of X associated to a ∈ A and u ∈ Y
Iu(a) (4) Subset of X containing Fu(a)
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I˜u(a) (4) Subset of X containing Iu(a)
µu,a (5) Measure on Fu(a)
T δu(a) (6) Tube with radius δ
T˜Wδu (a) Below (6) Tube with radius Wδ
T Axiom 1 Exponent of δ in the µ measure of a tube
θ Axiom 2 Exponent of δ appearing in (7)
W Axiom 4 Constant appearing in the radius of larger tubes
fdδ (9) Kakeya maximal function with width δ
f˜dWδ (10) Kakeya maximal function on tubes with radius Wδ
α Axiom 5 Constant appearing in the exponent of γ in (34)
λ Axiom 5 Constant appearing in the exponent of δ in (34)
Part I
Definition and dimension estimates for
generalized Kakeya sets
3 Axiomatic setting and notation
Let (X, d) be a complete separable metric space endowed with a Borel measure µ
that is upper Ahlfors Q-regular, Q > 1
2
, that is there exists 0 < C0 <∞ such that
µ(Bd(a, r)) ≤ C0rQ, (1)
for every a ∈ X and every r < diamd(X) (we denote by Bd(a, r) the closed ball
in the metric d and by diamd(X) the diameter of X with respect to d). Let d′ be
another metric on X such that (X, d′) is separable. Note that in most applications d
and d′ will be equal whereas they will be different (and not bi-Lipschitz equivalent) in
Section 13, where we consider the classical Kakeya sets in Rn endowed with a metric
d homogeneous under non-isotropic dilations, and in Section 14, where we consider
Kakeya sets and a modification of them in Carnot groups of step two. In these cases
d′ will be the Euclidean metric and d the homogenous metric. With this choice the
diameter estimate in Axiom 3 below holds, whereas it would not if we used only one
metric d.
Let (Z, dZ) be a metric space and let Y ⊂ Z be compact. Let ν be a Borel measure
on Z such that 0 < ν(Y ) ≤ 1 and there exist S, 1 ≤ S < 2Q, and two constants
0 < c˜0 ≤ C˜0 <∞ such that
c˜0r
S ≤ ν(BdZ (u, r)) ≤ C˜0rS, (2)
for every u ∈ Y and r < diamdZ (Y ). Note that Y is in general not Ahlfors regular
since the measure ν is not supported on Y .
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We will denote the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure with respect to d byHsd, s ≥ 0.
We recall that this is defined for any A ⊂ X by
Hsd(A) = lim
δ→0
Hsδ(A),
where for δ > 0
Hsδ(A) = inf
{∑
i
diamd(Ei)s : A ⊂
⋃
i
Ei, diamd(Ei) < δ
}
.
The Hausdorff dimension of a set A ⊂ X with respect to d is then defined in the usual
way as
dimdA = inf{s : Hsd(A) = 0} = sup{s : Hsd(A) =∞}. (3)
Observe that the Hausdorff dimension of X (with respect to d) is ≥ Q. We will consider
also the Hausdorff measures with respect to the metric d′, which we will denote by Hsd′ .
The notation A . B (resp. A & B) means A ≤ CB (resp. A ≥ CB), where C is
a constant (depending on Q, S and other properties of the spaces X and Y ); A ≈ B
means A . B and A & B. If p is a given parameter, we denote by Cp a constant
depending on p. For A ⊂ X, the characteristic function of A is denoted by χA.
Let A be a set of parameters (we do not need any structure on A). To every a ∈ A
and every u ∈ Y we associate three sets
Fu(a) ⊂ Iu(a) ⊂ I˜u(a) ⊂ X (4)
such that c ≤ diamd′(Iu(a)) ≤ c′ (where 0 < c ≤ c′ < ∞ are constants) and
diamd′(I˜u(a)) ≤ c¯ diamd′(Iu(a)) for some other constant 1 ≤ c¯ < ∞. Moreover, there
exists a measure µu,a on Fu(a) such that µu,a(Fu(a)) = 1 and it satisfies the doubling
condition, that is
µu,a(Fu(a) ∩Bd(x, 2r)) ≤ Cµu,a(Fu(a) ∩Bd(x, r)) (5)
for every a ∈ A, u ∈ Y and x ∈ Fu(a). The measures µ and µu,a are not assumed to
be related, but they need to satisfy Axiom 2 below. In all applications that we will
consider µ will be the Lebesgue measure on Rn. In most applications µu,a will be the
1-dimensional Euclidean Hausdorff measure on Fu(a), which will be a segment or a
piece of curve. Only in the case of Furstenberg type sets (Section 12) µu,a will be an
(upper) Ahlfors s-regular measure for some 0 < s ≤ 1.
Given 0 < δ < 1, let T δu(a) be the δ neighbourhood of Iu(a) in the metric d,
T δu(a) = {x ∈ X : d(x, Iu(a)) ≤ δ}, (6)
which we will call a tube with radius δ. Moreover, we define tubes T˜Wδu (a) with radius
Wδ as Wδ neighbourhoods of I˜u(a), where W is the constant such that Axiom 4 below
holds.
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Note that in the case of the classical Kakeya sets the setting is the following:
X = Rn, d = d′ = dE is the Euclidean metric, µ = Ln is the Lebesgue measure thus
Q = n; Z = Y = Sn−1 is the unit sphere, dZ is the Euclidean metric on the sphere,
ν = σn−1 is the spherical measure thus S = n − 1. Moreover, A = Rn and for every
e ∈ Sn−1 and a ∈ Rn Fe(a) = Ie(a) is the segment with midpoint a, direction e and
length 1, whereas I˜e(a) is the segment with midpoint a, direction e and length 2. The
measure µe,a is the Euclidean 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure H1E on Ie(a). Then the
tubes are Euclidean δ neighbourhoods of these segments and satisfy the axioms which
we assume here (we will see this briefly in Remark 3.1).
We assume that the following axioms hold:
(Axiom 1) The function u 7→ µ(T δu(a)) is continuous and there exist S2 < T < Q and two
constants 0 < c1 ≤ c2 <∞ such that for every a ∈ A, every u ∈ Y and δ > 0
c1δ
T ≤ µ(T δu(a)) ≤ µ(T˜Wδu (a)) ≤ c2δT ,
and if A ⊂ T˜Wδu (a) then µ(A) ≤ c2diamd′(A)δT .
(Axiom 2) There exist three constants 0 ≤ θ < 2Q−2T+S
S+2
, 0 < K ′ < ∞, 1 ≤ K < ∞, such
that for every a ∈ A, u ∈ Y , x ∈ Fu(a), if δ ≤ r ≤ 2δ and
µu,a(Fu(a) ∩Bd(x, r)) = M
for some M > 0, then
µ(T δu(a) ∩Bd(x,Kr)) ≥ K ′Mδθµ(T δu(a)). (7)
(Axiom 3) There exists a constant b > 0 such that for every a, a′ ∈ A, every u, v ∈ Y and
δ > 0
diamd′(T˜Wδu (a) ∩ T˜Wδv (a′)) ≤ b
δ
dZ(u, v)
. (8)
(Axiom 4) There exist two constants 0 < W, N¯ < ∞ such that for every u, v ∈ Y with
u ∈ BdZ (v, δ) and for every a ∈ A, T δu(a) can be covered by tubes T˜Wδv (bk),
k = 1, . . . , N , with N ≤ N¯ .
Observe that in the case of the classical Kakeya sets θ = 0 and this will hold
also in all other applications presented here, except for Furstenberg sets (see Section
12.1). The bound θ < 2Q−2T+S
S+2
ensures that the dimension lower bound proved later
in Theorem 5.1 is positive.
Definition 3.1. We say that a set B ⊂ X is a generalized Kakeya (or Besicovitch) set
if µ(B) = 0 and for every u ∈ Y there exists a ∈ A such that Fu(a) ⊂ B.
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Note that the definition might be vacuous in certain contexts since it is possible
that generalized Kakeya sets of null measure do not exist. In the applications we will
see examples of cases where they exist.
Analogously to the classical Kakeya maximal function, we define for 0 < δ < 1 and
f ∈ L1loc(X,µ) the Kakeya maximal function with width δ related to d as fdδ : Y →
[0,∞],
fdδ (u) = sup
a∈A
1
µ(T δu(a))
∫
T δu(a)
|f |dµ. (9)
Similarly, we define the Kakeya maximal function on tubes with radius Wδ as f˜dWδ :
Y → [0,∞],
f˜dWδ(u) = sup
a∈A
1
µ(T˜Wδu (a))
∫
T˜Wδu (a)
|f |dµ. (10)
To be able to apply Wolff’s method we will need another axiom, which we will
introduce in Section 5.
We recall here the 5r-covering theorem, which we will use several times. For the
proof see for example Theorem 1.2 in [12].
Theorem 3.1. Let (X, d) be a metric space and let B be a family of balls in X such
that sup{diamd(B) : B ∈ B} < ∞. Then there exists a finite or countable subfamily
{Bi}i∈I of B of pairwise disjoint balls such that⋃
B∈B
B ⊂
⋃
i∈I
5Bi,
where 5Bi denotes the ball Bd(xi, 5ri) if Bi = Bd(xi, ri).
Remark 3.1. (Axioms 1-4 in the classical Euclidean setting for Kakeya sets) As
was already mentioned, the classical Kakeya sets correspond to the case when X = A
is Rn, d = d′ is the Euclidean metric, µ = Ln (Lebesgue measure), Z = Y = Sn−1 is
the unit sphere in Rn, dZ is the Euclidean metric restricted to Sn−1, ν = σn−1 is the
surface measure on Sn−1 and Fe(a) = Ie(a) is the segment with midpoint a, direction
e ∈ Sn−1 and length 1 (µe,a is the 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure on Ie(a)). Thus
Q = n and S = n− 1.
Let us briefly see that in this case the Axioms 1-4 are satisfied and try to understand
their geometric meaning.
Axiom 1 tells us that the volume of a tube is a fixed power of its radius. In this case
the tubes are cylinders of radius δ and height 1 so we have Ln(T δe (a)) ≈ Ln(T˜ 2δe (a)) ≈
δn−1. Indeed, we need roughly 1/δ essentially disjoint balls of radius δ to cover T δe (a).
Moreover, if A ⊂ T δe (a) then Ln(A) . diamE(A)δn−1, hence Axiom 1 holds with
T = n− 1.
Axiom 2 holds here with θ = 0. It says that if the measure of the intersection
of a segment with a ball centred on it is M then the density of the measure of the
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corresponding tube (with radius essentially the same as the radius of the ball) is at
least M . Indeed, if Ie(a) is a segment and x ∈ Ie(a), δ ≤ r ≤ 2δ then
M = H1E(Ie(a) ∩BE(x, r)) ≈ r ≈ δ.
Hence
Ln(T δe (a) ∩BE(x, r)) & δn ≈ δδn−1 ≈MLn(T δe (a)).
Axiom 3 tells us that the diameter of the intersection of two tubes is at most δ if the
directions of the tubes are sufficiently separated and it can be essentially 1 if the angle
between their directions is ≤ δ. Here it follows from simple geometric observations.
Let e, f ∈ Sn−1. Then |e − f | is essentially the angle between any two segments with
directions e and f . Let a, a′ ∈ Rn be such that T δe (a) ∩ T δf (a′) 6= ∅. Looking at
the example in Figure 1 on the left, we see that the diameter of the intersection is
essentially L. In the thickened right triangle the angle A is essentially |e− f | hence we
have L = 2δ/ sinA ≈ δ/|e− f |. Hence we have
diamE(T δe (a) ∩ T δf (a′)) ≤ b
δ
|e− f |
for some constant b depending only on n.
Figure 1: Axioms 3 and 4 in the classical Euclidean case (in R3)
For Axiom 4 the intuition is that given two directions e, e′ ∈ Sn−1 such that |e−e′| ≤
δ and given any tube T δe (a) it can be covered by a fixed number of bigger tubes (with
radius Wδ) in direction e′. We can verify that T δe (a) ⊂ T˜ 2δe′ (a), where T˜ 2δe′ (a) is the 2δ
neighbourhood of I˜e′(a), which is the segment with midpoint a, direction e′ and length
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2 (soW = 2). Indeed, if p ∈ T δe (a) then there exists q = te+a ∈ Ie(a), −1/2 ≤ t ≤ 1/2,
such that |p− te− a| ≤ δ. Then we have
|p− te′ − a| ≤ |p− te− a|+ |te− te′| ≤ 2δ,
which means that p is contained in the 2δ neighbourhood of I˜e′(a), that is p ∈ T˜ 2δe′ (a)
(see the right picture in Figure 1).
Remark 3.2. Observe that Axioms 1 and 4 imply that if u ∈ BdZ (v, δ) then fdδ (u) .
f˜dWδ(v). Indeed, for every a ∈ A we have T δu(a) ⊂ ∪Nk=1T˜Wδv (bk) with N ≤ N¯ . Thus
1
µ(T δu(a))
∫
T δu(a)
|f |dµ ≤ 1
c1δT
N∑
k=1
∫
T˜Wδv (bk)
|f |dµ
≤ c2
c1
N sup
k=1,...,N
1
µ(T˜Wδv (bk))
∫
T˜Wδv (bk)
|f |dµ
≤ c2
c1
N¯ f˜dWδ(v),
which implies fdδ (u) . f˜dWδ(v).
Remark 3.3. (Measurability of fdδ ) The Kakeya maximal function is Borel measurable
if the set {fdδ > α} is open for every positive real number α. This follows from the fact
that u 7→ µ(T δu(a)) is continuous (in fact this is assumed only to ensure measurability).
Indeed, this implies that if fdδ (u) > α then there exists a ∈ A such that
1
µ(T δu(a))
∫
T δu(a)
|f |dµ > α.
Then we also have 1
µ(T δv (a))
∫
T δv (a)
|f |dµ > α for v sufficiently close to u, which means
that {fdδ > α} is open. Thus fdδ is Borel measurable.
Remark 3.4. In the applications we will consider only objects Iu(a) of dimension ≤ 1
since the validity of Axiom 3 is essential in what we will prove later and it would not be
meaningful for example for 2-dimensional pieces of planes. Indeed, let G(n, 2) be the
Grassmannian manifold of all 2-dimensional linear subspaces of Rn. For P ∈ G(n, 2)
and δ > 0 define P δ as a rectangle of dimensions 1 × 1 × δ × · · · × δ such that its
faces with dimensions 1× 1 are parallel to P (that is P δ is the δ neighbourhood in the
Euclidean metric of a square of side length 1 contained in P , so it would correspond
to a tube). Given two such rectangles P δ1 and P δ2 , there cannot be a diameter estimate
like (8) since diam(P δ1 ∩ P δ2 ) can be 1 even if the angle between P1 and P2 is pi/2.
Remark 3.5. (Relation between T and Q) A priori there is no relation between T and
Q, but in all applications that we will consider we can express any tube T δu(a) as a
union of essentially disjoint balls Bd(pi, δ), i = 1, . . . ,M , and this implies a relation
between T and Q. The numberM will also be some power of δ: as was seen in Remark
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3.1, M ≈ δ−1 in the Euclidean case; in Sections 12.2, 13 and 14, it will be a different
power of δ. Since
δT ≈ µ(T δu(a)) ≈ µ(∪Mi=1Bd(pi, δ)) ≈MδQ,
we have T = Q− t if M ≈ δ−t for some t.
Remark 3.6. (Axiom 2 with union of balls) Axiom 2 implies that for every a ∈ A,
u ∈ Y , xj ∈ Fu(a), j ∈ I (a finite set of indices), if δ ≤ rj ≤ 2δ for every j ∈ I and
µu,a(Fu(a) ∩
⋃
j∈I
Bd(xj, rj)) = M (11)
for some M > 0, then
µ(T δu(a) ∩
⋃
j∈I
Bd(xj, Krj)) & K ′Mδθµ(T δu(a)). (12)
Indeed, by the 5r-covering theorem 3.1 applied to the family of balls Bd(xj, Krj), j ∈ I,
there exists I ′ ⊂ I such that⋃
j∈I
Bd(xj, Krj) ⊂
⋃
i∈I′
Bd(xi, 5Kri) (13)
and Bd(xi, Kri), i ∈ I ′, are disjoint. Using the doubling condition for µu,a and the fact
that
⋃
j∈I Bd(xj, rj) ⊂
⋃
i∈I′ Bd(xi, 5Kri) by (13), we have∑
i∈I′
µu,a(Fu(a) ∩Bd(xi, ri)) &
∑
i∈I′
µu,a(Fu(a) ∩Bd(xi, 5Kri))
≥ µu,a(Fu(a) ∩
⋃
i∈I′
Bd(xi, 5Kri)) ≥ µu,a(Fu(a) ∩
⋃
j∈I
Bd(xj, rj)) = M.
Letting µu,a(Fu(a) ∩Bd(xi, ri)) = ai for i ∈ I ′, we thus have
∑
i∈I′ ai &M . By (7) we
have
µ(T δu(a) ∩Bd(xi, Kri)) ≥ K ′aiδθµ(T δu(a)),
thus (since the balls Bd(xi, Kri), i ∈ I ′, are disjoint)
µ(T δu(a) ∩
⋃
j∈I
Bd(xj, Krj)) ≥ µ(T δu(a) ∩
⋃
i∈I′
Bd(xi, Kri))
=
∑
i∈I′
µ(T δu(a) ∩Bd(xi, Kri)) ≥
∑
i∈I′
K ′aiδθµ(T δu(a)) & K ′Mδθµ(T δu(a)).
(14)
Hence (12) holds.
Remark 3.7. Suppose that µ is Ahlfors Q-regular, that is (1) holds and there exists
another constant c0 > 0 such that
µ(Bd(a, r)) ≥ c0rQ
12
for every a ∈ X and every r < diamd(X). If there exists 0 < t ≤ Q− T such that
µu,a(Fu(a) ∩Bd(x, r)) ≤ Crt (15)
for every x ∈ Fu(a) and r > 0, where C is a constant not depending on u and a, then
Axiom 2 holds with θ = Q− t− T and K = 1. In fact, we show that it holds for balls
with radius δ ≤ r ≤ 10δ (we will need this in the following Remark 3.8). If for some
x ∈ Fu(a), δ ≤ r ≤ 10δ and M > 0 we have
µu,a(Fu(a) ∩Bd(x, r)) = M
thenM ≤ Crt ≈ δt. Since x ∈ Fu(a) ⊂ Iu(a), we have Bd(x, δ) ⊂ T δu(a) and Bd(x, δ) ⊂
Bd(x, r). Thus
µ(T δu(a) ∩Bd(x, r)) ≥ µ(T δu(a) ∩Bd(x, δ)) ≈ δQ
= δQ−t−T δtδT &MδQ−t−Tµ(T δu(a)),
(16)
which implies that Axiom 2 holds with θ = Q− t− T .
Remark 3.8. (Axiom 2 with union of balls without doubling condition for µu,a) We
can prove that Axiom 2 implies (12) as in Remark 3.6 even if µu,a does not satisfy the
doubling condition but it satisfies instead condition (15) and µ is Ahlfors Q-regular as
in the previous Remark 3.7.
Assume that Bd(xj, rj), j ∈ I, is a family of balls such that xj ∈ Fu(a), δ ≤ rj ≤ 2δ
for every j ∈ I and
µu,a(Fu(a) ∩
⋃
j∈I
Bd(xj, rj)) = M (17)
for some M > 0. Then we want to show that
µ(T δu(a) ∩
⋃
j∈I
Bd(xj, rj)) &MδQ−t−Tµ(T δu(a)). (18)
By the 5r-covering theorem 3.1, there exists I ′ ⊂ I such that⋃
j∈I
Bd(xj, rj) ⊂
⋃
i∈I′
Bd(xi, 5ri) (19)
and the balls Bd(xi, ri), i ∈ I ′, are disjoint. Then by (17) and (19)
M = µu,a(Fu(a) ∩
⋃
j∈I
Bd(xj, rj)) ≤ µu,a(Fu(a) ∩
⋃
i∈I′
Bd(xi, 5ri))
≤
∑
i∈I′
µu,a(Fu(a) ∩Bd(xi, 5ri)).
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Let ai = µu,a(Fu(a) ∩Bd(xi, 5ri)). Then M ≤
∑
i∈I′ ai and by (16) we have µ(T
δ
u(a) ∩
Bd(xi, 5ri)) & aiδQ−t−Tµ(T δu(a)) since δ ≤ 5ri ≤ 10δ. Thus
µ(T δu(a) ∩
⋃
j∈I
Bd(xj, rj)) ≥ µ(T δu(a) ∩
⋃
i∈I′
Bd(xi, ri))
=
∑
i∈I′
µ(T δu(a) ∩Bd(xi, ri)) ≈
∑
i∈I′
δQ
&
∑
i∈I′
µ(T δu(a) ∩Bd(xi, 5ri)) &
∑
i∈I′
aiδ
Q−t−Tµ(T δu(a))
&MδQ−t−Tµ(T δu(a)),
which proves (18).
Remark 3.9. (Wolff’s axioms) In [25] Wolff used an axiomatic approach to obtain
estimates for both the Kakeya and Nikodym maximal functions at the same time. The
axioms are different, even if there are some small similarities with the setting considered
here. In Wolff’s axioms the ambient space is Rn with the Euclidean metric and the
Lebesgue measure. The space of directions is a metric space (M,dM) endowed with an
Ahlfors m-regular measure for some m > 0. To each α ∈ M is associated a set Fα of
lines in Rn such that the closure of ∪αFα is compact and
dM(α, β) . inf
l∈Fα,m∈Fβ
dist(l,m).
Here dist(l,m) ≈ ](l,m)+dmin(l,m), where ](l,m) is the angle between the directions
of l and m and dmin(l,m) = inf{|p − q| : p ∈ l ∩ 100D, q ∈ m ∩ 100D}, D is a disk
intersected by l and m and 100D is the disk with the same center as D and radius 100
times the radius of D.
For f ∈ L1loc(Rn) and 0 < δ < 1 the maximal function is defined as
Mδf(α) = sup
l∈Fα
sup
a∈l
1
Ln(T δl (a))
∫
T δl (a)
|f |dLn,
where T δl (a) is the tube with length 1, radius δ, axis l and center a. The Kakeya
case corresponds to M = Sn−1 endowed with the Euclidean metric and the spherical
measure. For every e ∈ Sn−1, Fe is the set of lines with direction e. In Section 8 we will
prove the lower bound n+2
2
for the Hausdorff dimension of Nikodym sets, which was
originally proved by Wolff in his axiomatic setting. It corresponds to the case when M
is the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane and for α ∈M , Fα is the set of lines passing through α.
The other assumption in Wolff’s paper (called Property (∗)) roughly states that
there is no 2-dimensional plane Π such that every line contained in Π belongs to a
different Fα.
In Section 9 we will consider sets containing a segment through almost every point
of an (n − 1)-rectifiable set, which reduces to the case of sets containing a segment
through every point of an (n − 1)-dimensional Lipschitz graph. This case could also
be treated using Wolff’s original axioms.
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4 Bounds derived from Lp estimates of the Kakeya
maximal function
As in the Euclidean case, one can show that certain Lp estimates of the Kakeya
maximal function yield lower bounds for the Hausdorff dimension of Kakeya sets. We
first prove that the bounds follow from a restricted weak type inequality, which we will
use when dealing with Bourgain’s method.
Theorem 4.1. If for some 1 ≤ p <∞, β > 0 such that Q− (β + θ)p > 0 there exists
C = Cp,β > 0 such that
ν({u ∈ Y : (χE)dδ(u) > λ}) ≤ Cλ−pδ−βpµ(E) (20)
for every µ measurable set E ⊂ Xand for any λ > 0, 0 < δ < 1, then the Hausdorff
dimension of any Kakeya set in X with respect to the metric d is at least Q− (β+ θ)p.
Recall that θ is the constant appearing in Axiom 2. The proof is essentially the
same as for the Euclidean case, see [17] (Theorems 22.9 and 23.1), where one gets the
lower bound n− βp for the Hausdorff dimension of Kakeya sets.
Proof. Given a Kakeya set B, consider a covering B ⊂ ∪jBd(xj, rj), rj < 1. We divide
the balls into subfamilies of essentially the same radius, by letting for k = 1, 2, . . .
Jk = {j : 2−k ≤ rj < 21−k}.
Since B is a Kakeya set, for any u ∈ Y there exists au ∈ A such that Fu(au) ⊂ B. For
k = 1, 2, . . . , let
Yk = {u ∈ Y : µu,a(Fu(au) ∩
⋃
j∈Jk
Bd(xj, rj)) ≥ 1
2k2
}.
Then ∪kYk = Y . Indeed, if there exists u ∈ Y such that u /∈ Yk for any k, then
1 = µu,a(Fu(au)) ≤
∑
k
µu,a(Fu(au) ∩
⋃
j∈Jk
Bd(xj, rj)) <
∑
k
1
2k2
< 1,
which yields a contradiction.
For u ∈ Yk, if Fu(au) ∩ Bd(xj, rj) = ∅ then we can discard Bd(xj, rj). Otherwise,
there exists yj ∈ Fu(au) ∩ Bd(xj, rj), thus Bd(xj, rj) ⊂ Bd(yj, 2rj). Since 21−k ≤ 2rj <
22−k and µu,a(Fu(au) ∩
⋃
j∈Jk Bd(yj, 2rj)) ≥ 12k2 , we have by Axiom 2 and Remark 3.6
µ(T 2
1−k
u (au) ∩ Fk) ≥
K ′
2k2
2(1−k)θµ(T 2
1−k
u (au)),
where Fk = ∪j∈JkBd(yj, 2Krj). Letting f = χFk , it follows that fd21−k(u) & 2(1−k)θ/k2
for every u ∈ Yk. Using then the assumption and µ(Fk) . #Jk2(2−k)Q, one gets
ν(Yk) . k2p2kθp2kβpµ(Fk) . k2p2−k(Q−βp−θp)#Jk.
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Hence if 0 < α < Q− (β + θ)p∑
j
rαj ≥
∑
k
#Jk2
−kα &
∑
k
ν(Yk) ≥ ν(Y ).
This implies that Hα(B) > 0 for every 0 < α < Q− (β + θ)p, thus dimdB ≥ Q− (β +
θ)p.
As a corollary, we get the following.
Corollary 4.2. If for some 1 ≤ p <∞, β > 0 such that Q− (β+ θ)p > 0, there exists
C = Cp,β > 0 such that
||fdδ ||Lp(Y,ν) ≤ Cδ−β||f ||Lp(X,µ) (21)
for every f ∈ Lp(X,µ), 0 < δ < 1, then the Hausdorff dimension of any Kakeya set in
X with respect to the metric d is at least Q− (β + θ)p.
Indeed (20) follows from (21) by Chebyshev’s inequality.
We can discretize the above inequalities as follows. Given 0 < δ < 1, we say
that {u1, . . . , um} ⊂ Y is a δ-separated subset of Y if dZ(ui, uj) > δ for every i 6= j.
Observe that this implies that m ≤ CY,Sδ−S, where CY,S is a constant depending on S
and diamdZ (Y ). Indeed, since the balls BdZ (uj, δ/2), j = 1, . . . ,m, are disjoint and Y ⊂
BdZ (v, diamdZ (Y )) for any v ∈ Y , we have ∪mj=1BdZ (uj, δ/2) ⊂ BdZ (v, diamdZ (Y ) + 1)
thus
mc˜02
−SδS ≤
m∑
j=1
ν
(
BdZ
(
uj,
δ
2
))
= ν
(
m⋃
j=1
BdZ
(
uj,
δ
2
))
≤ ν(BdZ (v, diamdZ (Y ) + 1)) ≤ C˜0(diamdZ (Y ) + 1)S.
We say that {u1, . . . , um} ⊂ Y is a maximal δ-separated subset of Y if it is δ-
separated and for every u ∈ Y there exists j such that u ∈ BdZ (uj, δ). We can
find this subset for example by taking any u1 ∈ Y , u2 ∈ Y \ BdZ (u1, δ), u3 ∈ Y \
(BdZ (u1, δ) ∪BdZ (u2, δ)) and so on. The process is finite since Y is compact. Observe
that Y ⊂ ∪mj=1BdZ (uj, δ), thus m & ν(Y )δ−S, hence m ≈ δ−S.
The following lemma can be proved as in the Euclidean case (see [17], Proposition
22.4).
Lemma 4.3. Let 1 < p < ∞, q = p
p−1 , 0 < δ < 1 and 0 < M < ∞. If for all tubes
T1, . . . , Tm, Tj = T˜Wδuj (aj), where {u1, . . . , um} is a maximal δ-separated subset of Y
and aj ∈ A, and all positive numbers t1, . . . , tm such that
δS
m∑
j=1
tqj ≤ 1,
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we have ∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
j=1
tjχTj
∥∥∥∥∥
Lq(X,µ)
≤MδT−S,
then for every f ∈ Lp(X,µ)
||fdδ ||Lp(Y,ν) .M ||f ||Lp(X,µ).
Recall that S is the power of the radius appearing in (2) in the description of the
measure ν, whereas T is the constant appearing in Axiom 1. For completeness, we
show the proof.
Proof. Let {u1, . . . , um} be a maximal δ-separated subset of Y . By Remark 3.2, we
have
||fdδ ||pLp(Y,ν) ≤
m∑
j=1
∫
BdZ (uj ,δ)
(fdδ (u))
pdνu
.
m∑
j=1
ν(BdZ (uj, δ))(f˜
d
Wδ(uj))
p .
m∑
j=1
δS(f˜dWδ(uj))
p.
(22)
Using then the duality of lp and lq, one can write
||fdδ ||Lp(Y,ν) . δS
m∑
j=1
tj f˜
d
Wδ(uj),
where δS
∑m
j=1 t
q
j = 1. Thus for some aj ∈ A,
||fdδ ||Lp(Y,ν) . δS
m∑
j=1
tj
1
µ(T˜Wδuj (aj))
∫
T˜Wδuj (aj)
|f |dµ
. δS−T ||
∑
tjχT˜Wδuj (aj)
||Lq(X,µ)||f ||Lp(X,µ) ≤M ||f ||Lp(X,µ).
by Axiom 1, Hölder’s inequality and the assumption.
As a corollary, we get the following (see [17], Proposition 22.6).
Proposition 4.4. Let 1 < p < ∞, q = p
p−1 , 0 < δ < 1 and 1 ≤ M < ∞. If for every
 > 0 there exists C such that∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
j=1
χTj
∥∥∥∥∥
Lq(X,µ)
≤ CMδ−(mδS)1/qδT−S, (23)
for all tubes T1, . . . , Tm, where Tj = T˜Wδuj (aj), {u1, . . . , um} is a δ-separated subset of
Y and aj ∈ A, then for every f ∈ Lp(X,µ)
||fdδ ||Lp(Y,ν) ≤ CMδ−||f ||Lp(X,µ).
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Proof. Let T1, . . . , Tm be tubes Tj = T˜Wδuj (aj), where {u1, . . . , um} is a maximal δ-
separated subset of Y . Let t1, . . . , tm be positive numbers such that δS
∑m
j=1 t
q
j ≤ 1.
By Lemma 4.3 it is enough to show that∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
j=1
tjχTj
∥∥∥∥∥
Lq(X,µ)
.Mδ−δT−S. (24)
Since tj ≤ δ−S/q and ||
∑m
j=1 δ
TχTj ||Lq(X,µ) . δT−S, it suffices to sum over j such that
δT ≤ tj ≤ δ−S/q. Split this sum into Nδ ≈ log(1/δ) subsums Ik = {j : 2k−1 ≤ tj < 2k}
and let mk be the cardinality of Ik. Using the assumption (23) with /2, we have∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
δT≤tj≤δ−S/q
tjχTj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Lq(X,µ)
≤
Nδ∑
k=1
2k
∥∥∥∥∥∑
j∈Ik
χTj
∥∥∥∥∥
Lq(X,µ)
≤ C
Nδ∑
k=1
2kMδ−/2(mkδS)1/qδT−S.
Since mk2kq ≤
∑m
j=1(2tj)
q ≤ 2qδ−S, we have (mkδS)1/q ≤ 21−k, thus∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
δT≤tj≤δ−S/q
tjχTj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Lq(X,µ)
≤ 2CNδMδ−/2δT−S .Mδ−δT−S,
that is (24) holds.
5 Bourgain’s method
Bourgain developed a method whose main geometric object is the so called "bush",
that is a bunch of tubes intersecting at a common point. Using the same ideas we will
show the following.
Theorem 5.1. There exists C > 0 such that
ν({u ∈ Y : (χE)dδ(u) > λ}) ≤ Cλ−(S+2)/2δS/2−Tµ(E) (25)
for every µ measurable set E ⊂ X and for any λ > 0, 0 < δ < 1. It follows that the
Hausdorff dimension with respect to d of every Kakeya set in X is at least 2Q−2T+S
2
−
θS+2
2
.
The statement about Kakeya sets follows from Theorem 4.1, where βp = T − S
2
> 0
and p = S+2
2
. Note that 2Q−2T+S
2
− θS+2
2
> 0 since θ < 2Q−2T+S
S+2
.
Observe that interpolating (see Theorem 2.13 in [17]) between this weak type in-
equality and the trivial inequality ||fdδ ||L∞(Y,ν) . δ−T ||f ||L1(X,µ), we get for 1 < p < S+22 ,
q = pS
2(p−1) ,
||fdδ ||Lq(Y,ν) . Cδ1−
T+1
p ||f ||Lp(X,µ)
for every f ∈ Lp(X,µ).
We will now prove Theorem 5.1 (see Theorem 23.2 in [17] for the Euclidean case).
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Proof. Given a µ measurable set E ⊂ X and λ > 0, let
Eλ = {u ∈ Y : (χE)dδ(u) > λ}.
Let u1, . . . , uN be a maximal δ-separated subset of Eλ, that is Eλ ⊂ ∪Nj=1BdZ (uj, δ) and
dZ(ui, uj) > δ for every i 6= j.
We have
ν(Eλ) ≤
N∑
j=1
ν(BdZ (uj, δ)) . NδS, (26)
hence
N & ν(Eλ)δ−S. (27)
By the definition of Eλ, we can choose tubes Tj = T δuj(aj) such that
µ(E ∩ Tj) > λµ(Tj) ≈ λδT . (28)
To find the bush, consider the smallest integer M such that there exists x0 ∈ E
that belongs to M tubes Tj and all the other points of E belong to at most M tubes.
This means that
N∑
j=1
χTj∩E ≤M,
hence integrating over E and using (28)
µ(E) ≥M−1
N∑
j=1
µ(E ∩ Tj) & NM−1λδT . (29)
Suppose x0 ∈ T1 ∩ · · · ∩ TM .
We can show that there exists a constant c ≤ b (where b is the constant appearing
in Axiom 3) such that for every a ∈ A, u ∈ Y ,
µ(T δu(a) ∩Bd′(x0, cλ)) ≤
λ
2
µ(T δu(a)). (30)
Indeed, diamd′(T δu(a)∩Bd′(x0, cλ)) ≤ 2cλ, hence by Axiom 1, µ(T δu(a)∩Bd′(x0, cλ)) ≤
c2
c1
2cλµ(T δu(a)), which implies that we can choose c = min{ c14c2 , b} so that (30) holds.
By (28) and (30) for every j = 1, . . . ,M ,
µ(E ∩ Tj \Bd′(x0, cλ)) > λ
2
µ(Tj). (31)
Consider the family of balls {BdZ (uj, bδcλ), j = 1, . . . ,M}, where bδcλ ≥ δ when λ ≤ 1
(as we may assume). By the 5r covering theorem 3.1 there exists {v1, . . . , vL} ⊂
{u1, . . . , uM} such that BdZ (vi, bδcλ), i = 1, . . . , L, are disjoint and
M⋃
j=1
BdZ
(
uj,
bδ
cλ
)
⊂
L⋃
i=1
BdZ
(
vi, 5
bδ
cλ
)
.
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Thus, since the balls BdZ (uj,
δ
2
), j = 1, . . . ,M , are disjoint,
MδS . ν
(
M⋃
j=1
BdZ
(
uj,
δ
2
))
≤ ν
(
L⋃
i=1
BdZ
(
vi, 5
bδ
cλ
))
. LδSλ−S, (32)
which implies L &MλS.
Let T ′k be the tubes corresponding to vk, k = 1, . . . , L, as chosen above. Since
dZ(vi, vj) >
bδ
cλ
for every i 6= j ∈ {1, . . . , L}, it follows by (8) (Axiom 3)
diamd′(T ′i ∩ T ′j) ≤ cλ.
Thus the sets E ∩ T ′k \Bd′(x0, cλ), k = 1, . . . , L, are disjoint, which implies by (31)
µ(E) ≥
L∑
k=1
µ(E ∩ T ′k \Bd′(x0, cλ)) & LλδT &MλS+1δT . (33)
It follows by (29), (33) and (27)
µ(E) & max{NM−1λδT ,MλS+1δT} ≥
√
NM−1λδTMλS+1δT =
=
√
Nλ(S+2)/2δT & ν(Eλ)1/2δT−S/2λ(S+2)/2.
Hence, since ν(Eλ) ≤ ν(Y ) ≤ 1, we get
ν(Eλ) ≤ ν(Eλ)1/2 . µ(E)δS/2−Tλ−(S+2)/2,
which completes the proof.
6 Wolff’s method
In Wolff’s argument the main geometric object is the hairbrush, that is a configu-
ration of tubes intersecting a fixed one. More precisely, we call an (N, δ)-hairbrush a
collection of tubes T1, . . . , TN such that Tj = T˜Wδuj (aj), dZ(uj, uk) > δ for every j 6= k
and there exists a tube T = T˜Wδu (a) such that T ∩ Tj 6= ∅ for every j ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
We will use a simplification of Wolff’s proof due to Katz. Here we need to assume
also the following, that contains the geometric part of the proof.
(Axiom 5) There exist two constants α, λ with
0 ≤ α ≤ min
{
Q
θ
− 2, S − 1
}
(if θ = 0 then only 0 ≤ α ≤ S − 1),
max{S − α, S − 2T + 2} ≤ λ < 2Q− 2T + S + 2− 2θ(α + 2)
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and 0 < C ′ < ∞ such that the following holds. Let 0 < δ, β, γ < 1 and let T1, . . . , TN
be such that Tj = T˜Wδuj (aj), dZ(uj, uk) > δ. Let T = T˜
Wδ
u (a) be such that T ∩ Tj 6= ∅
and dZ(uj, u) ≥ β/8 for every j = 1, . . . , N . Then for every j = 1, . . . , N ,
#{i : dZ(ui, uj) ≤ β, Ti ∩ Tj 6= ∅, d′(Ti ∩ Tj, Tj ∩ T ) ≥ γ}
≤ C ′δ−λβγ−α. (34)
Recall that Q is the upper Ahlfors regularity constant of µ, θ is the constant ap-
pearing in Axiom 2, S is the constant related to the ν measure of balls centered
in Y (see (2)) and T is the constant in Axiom 1. Observe that if θ > 1/2 then
2Q− 2T + S + 2− 2θ(α+ 2) > S − α only when α < 2Q−2T+2−4θ
2θ−1 (if 0 ≤ θ < 1/2 then
2Q− 2T + S + 2− 2θ(α + 2) > S − α holds).
In the applications that we will consider λ will always be 1 except in the case of
Kakeya sets in Rn endowed with a metric homogeneous under non-isotropic dilations
(see Section 13, where we do not show that Axiom 5 holds but only that in general we
need to have λ > 1).
Remark 6.1. (Axiom 5 in the Euclidean case for Kakeya sets) Let us now see
why Axiom 5 holds in the Euclidean case with λ = 1 and α = n− 2 (see also Lemma
23.3 in [17]) to have some geometric intuition. Recall that in this case a tube T δe (a)
is the δ neighbourhood of the segment Ie(a) with direction e ∈ Sn−1 and midpoint
a ∈ Rn.
Let 0 < δ, β, γ < 1 and let T1, . . . , TN be such that Tj = T˜ 2δej (aj), |ej − ek| > δ. Let
T = T˜ 2δe (a) be such that T ∩ Tj 6= ∅ and |ej − e| ≥ β/8 for every j = 1, . . . , N . We
want to show that for every j = 1, . . . , N ,
#{i : |ei − ej| ≤ β, Ti ∩ Tj 6= ∅, dE(Ti ∩ Tj, Tj ∩ T ) ≥ γ}
≤ C ′δ−1βγ2−n, (35)
where C ′ is a constant depending only on n.
Fix one j. We can assume that δ is much smaller than γ because if δ & γ, then
since the points ek are δ-separated we have
#{i : |ei − ej| ≤ β} . βn−1δ1−n ≤ βδ−1δ2−n . βδ−1γ2−n.
Thus (35) would hold.
The tubes T and Tj intersect thus there exist two intersecting segments l and
lj contained in T and Tj respectively. We can assume that l ∩ lj is the origin and
that l and lj span the x1, x2-plane. The angle between them is & β. Suppose now
that Ti intersects both T and Tj in such a way that the angle between T and Ti is
& β and the angle between Ti and Tj is . β. It follows from this and the fact that
dE(Ti ∩ Tj, Tj ∩ T ) ≥ γ that also dE(Ti ∩ Tj, Ti ∩ T ) & γ (see Figure 2). Thus Ti makes
an angle . δ/γ with the x1, x2-plane. Since |ei − ej| ≤ β, we have that ei is contained
in the set
Bj = BE(ej, β) ∩ {x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Sn−1 : |xk| . δ/γ, k = 3, . . . , n}.
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Since σn−1(Bj) . β(δ/γ)n−2, it can contain . βδ−1γ2−n points ei that are δ-separated.
Hence (35) holds.
Figure 2: Axiom 5 in the classical Euclidean case (in R3)
Following the Euclidean proof ( [17], Lemma 23.4), one gets then this behaviour of
the hairbrushes.
Lemma 6.1. Let T1, . . . , TN be an (N, δ)-hairbrush. Then for every  > 0 and α+2α+1 ≤
p ≤ 2, ∫ ( N∑
j=1
χTj
)p
dµ . Cp,δTNδλ+α+1−p(λ+α)−. (36)
Proof. We may assume that diamdZ (Y ) ≤ 1. We partition the set of indices I =
{1, . . . , N} in several ways. First, for k = 0, 1, . . . , with δ ≤ 2−k, we let I(k) =
{i ∈ I : 2−k−1 < dZ(ui, u) ≤ 2−k}. Observe that there is at most one i such that
dZ(ui, u) ≤ δ/2, thus we can ignore this and assume that every i belongs to some I(k).
Note also that the second exponent of δ in (36) is non positive since λ ≥ S−α ≥ 1
implies that p ≥ α+2
α+1
≥ α+λ+1
α+λ
, hence λ + α + 1 − p(λ + α) ≤ 0. There are only
≈ log(1/δ) values of k to consider, thus it is enough to show the estimate summing
over χTi with i ∈ I(k) for a fixed k. Since∫
(
∑
i∈I(k)
χTi)
pdµ =
∑
j∈I(k)
∫
Tj
(
∑
i∈I(k)
χTi)
p−1dµ,
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this is reduced to show that for each j ∈ I(k),∫
Tj
(
∑
i∈I(k)
χTi)
p−1dµ . δT δλ+α+1−p(λ+α)−.
Then for fixed k and j ∈ I(k), we define for positive integers l,m such that l ≥ k − 2
(otherwise the set is empty) and δ/2 ≤ 2−m, 2−l < 1,
I(k, j, l,m) ={i ∈ I(k) : 2−l−1 < dZ(ui, uj) ≤ 2−l, Ti ∩ Tj 6= ∅,
δ2m+l−1 < d′(Ti ∩ Tj, Tj ∩ T ) ≤ δ2m+l},
and for m = 0,
I(k, j, l, 0) ={i ∈ I(k) : 2−l−1 < dZ(ui, uj) ≤ 2−l, Ti ∩ Tj 6= ∅,
d′(Ti ∩ Tj, Tj ∩ T ) ≤ δ2l}.
Then by Axiom 5,
#I(k, j, l,m) . δ−(λ+α)2−l(2m+l)−α. (37)
This holds also when m = 0, since we can trivially estimate
#I(k, j, l, 0) . 2−lSδ−S ≤ 2−l(α+1)δ−(λ+α). (38)
Since there are again only logarithmically many values of l,m, it suffices to show that
for fixed k, j, l,m
∫
Tj
 ∑
i∈I(k,j,l,m)
χTi
p−1 dµ . δT δλ+α+1−p(λ+α). (39)
For i ∈ I(k, j, l,m) we have dZ(ui, uj) ≈ 2−l, which implies by Axiom 3 that diamd′(Ti∩
Tj) . δ2l. Thus we need only to integrate over Tj(l,m) = {x ∈ Tj : d′(x, Tj ∩ T ) .
δ2m+l}. We have that Tj(l,m) ⊂ Tj and dZ(u, uj) ≈ 2−k & 2−m−l, thus by Axiom 3
diamd′(Tj ∩ T ) . δ2m+l, which implies diamd′(Tj(l,m)) . δ2m+l. It follows by Axiom
1 that µ(Tj(l,m)) . 2m+lδT+1. Using Hölder’s inequality we get
∫
Tj
 ∑
i∈I(k,j,l,m)
χTi
p−1 dµ ≤
∫
Tj
∑
i∈I(k,j,l,m)
χTidµ
p−1 µ(Tj(l,m))2−p
.
 ∑
i∈I(k,j,l,m)
µ(Ti ∩ Tj)
p−1 (2m+lδT+1)2−p.
(40)
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Since diamd′(Ti ∩ Tj) . δ2l, we have µ(Ti ∩ Tj) . 2lδT+1 by Axiom 1. It follows by
(37),
∫
Tj
 ∑
i∈I(k,j,l,m)
χTi
p−1 dµ . (#I(k, j, l,m)2lδT+1)p−1(2m+lδT+1)2−p
. 2(m+l)(α+2−p(α+1))δT δλ+α+1−p(λ+α)
≤ δT δλ+α+1−p(λ+α),
(41)
when p ≥ α+2
α+1
. Thus (39) holds.
Using then Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 6.1, we can prove the following estimate for
the Kakeya maximal function.
Theorem 6.2. Let 0 < δ < 1. Then for every f ∈ Lα+2(X,µ) and every  > 0,
||fdδ ||Lα+2(Y,ν) . Cδ−
2T−S+λ−2
2(α+2)
−||f ||Lα+2(X,µ).
Hence the Hausdorff dimension with respect to d of every Kakeya set in X is ≥
2Q−2T+S−λ+2
2
− θ(α + 2).
The claim about Kakeya sets follows from Corollary 4.2. Note that 2Q−2T+S−λ+2
2
−
θ(α + 2) > 0 since λ < 2Q − 2T + S + 2 − 2θ(α + 2). This lower bound improves
the estimate 2Q−2T+S
2
− θS+2
2
, which was found using Bourgain’s method, only when
λ < 2 + θ(S − 2α − 2). In the other cases it gives a worse (or equal) estimate. The
proof proceeds as in the Euclidean case ( [17], Theorem 23.5), but we show it here for
completeness.
Proof. We may assume that diamdZ (Y ) ≤ 1. Let {u1, . . . , um} ⊂ Y be a δ-separated
subset. By Proposition 4.4 it suffices to show that∫
(
m∑
j=1
χTj)
(α+2)/(α+1)dµ . δ−
2T−S+λ−2
2(α+1)
−mδSδ(T−S)
α+2
α+1 = mδSδ
2(T−S)(α+1)−S−λ+2
2(α+1)
−,
where Tj = T˜Wδuj (aj). This is reduced to prove
m∑
j=1
∫
Tj
(
m∑
i=1
χTi)
1/(α+1)dµ . mδSδ
2(T−S)(α+1)−S−λ+2
2(α+1)
−.
If we subdivide into dyadic scale by letting I(j, k) = {i : 2−k−1 < dZ(ui, uj) ≤ 2−k} for
k such that δ ≤ 2−k, then there are Nδ ≈ log(1/δ) values to consider and we can take
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the sum in k out of the integral. This follows from the fact that 1/(α+ 1) ≤ 1. Indeed
we have
m∑
j=1
∫
Tj
(
m∑
i=1
χTi)
1/(α+1)dµ ≤
m∑
j=1
∫
Tj
(
Nδ∑
k=1
∑
i∈I(j,k)
χTi)
1/(α+1)dµ+
m∑
j=1
∫
Tj
χTjdµ
≤
m∑
j=1
Nδ∑
k=1
∫
Tj
(
∑
i∈I(j,k)
χTi)
1/(α+1)dµ+
m∑
j=1
µ(Tj)
. Nδ max
k
m∑
j=1
∫
Tj
(
∑
i∈I(j,k)
χTi)
1/(α+1)dµ+mδT .
Since mδT . mδSδ
2(T−S)(α+1)−S−λ+2
2(α+1)
−, we are left with pairs i, j such that dZ(ui, uj) ≈
2−k. For a fixed k we can cover Y with balls BdZ (vl, 2−k), vl ∈ Y , such that the
balls BdZ (vl, 21−k) have bounded overlap. If i ∈ I(j, k) then ui and uj belong to the
same ball BdZ (vl, 21−k) for some l. Fix one of these balls B of radius 21−k and let
I(B) = {i : ui ∈ B}. Then it suffices to show that∑
j∈I(B)
∫
Tj
(
∑
i∈I(B)
χTi)
1/(α+1)dµ . #I(B)δSδ
2(T−S)(α+1)−S−λ+2
2(α+1)
−. (42)
The next step consists in finding as many (N, δ) hairbrushes as possible in the set of
tubes indexed by I(B), where N will be chosen later. By doing so, one gets H1, . . . , HM
hairbrushes and, letting H = H1 ∪ · · · ∪ HM , we have that K = I(B) \ H does not
contain any (N, δ) hairbrush.
Since u1, . . . , um are δ-separated, the balls BdZ (ui, δ/2) are disjoint. Moreover,
δ ≤ 2−k thus BdZ (ui, δ/2) ⊂ 2B, where 2B denotes the ball with the same center as B
and double radius. Hence
#I(B)δS .
∑
i∈I(B)
ν(BdZ (ui, δ/2)) ≤ ν(2B) . ν(B) . 2−kS,
which implies #I(B) . 2−kSδ−S. Thus
M . 2−kSδ−S/N. (43)
We can then split the sum into four parts∑
j∈I(B)
∫
Tj
(
∑
i∈I(B)
χTi)
1/(α+1)dµ ≤ S(H,H) + S(K,H) + S(H,K) + S(K,K),
where
S(K,H) =
∑
j∈K
∫
Tj
(
∑
i∈H
χTi)
1/(α+1)dµ
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and similarly for the others. For the first term by Minkowski’s inequality and Lemma
6.1 we have
S(H,H)(α+1)/(α+2) = ||
∑
i∈H
χTi ||(α+2)/(α+1) ≤
M∑
l=1
||
∑
i∈Hl
χTi ||(α+2)/(α+1)
.
M∑
l=1
(δT#Hlδ
(−λ+1)/(α+1)−)(α+1)/(α+2),
(44)
thus by Hölder’s inequality and (43) we get
S(H,H) .M1/(α+1)δ−#HδT δ(−λ+1)/(α+1)
. δ−#I(B)δT
(
2−kSδ−S−λ+1
N
)1/(α+1)
= δ−#I(B)δS
(
2−kSδ−S−λ+1+(T−S)(α+1)
N
)1/(α+1)
.
(45)
For the second term, using twice Hölder’s inequality we get
S(K,H) ≤
∑
j∈K
(∫
Tj
∑
i∈H
χTidµ
)1/(α+1)
µ(Tj)
α/(α+1)
. (#K)α/(α+1)
(∑
j∈K
∫
Tj
∑
i∈H
χTidµ
)1/(α+1)
δTα/(α+1).
Since dZ(ui, uj) ≈ 2−k, it follows by Axioms 1 and 3 that µ(Ti ∩ Tj) . 2kδT+1. Using
the fact that #{i ∈ K : Ti ∩ T 6= ∅} < N for any tube T , we get
S(K,H) . (#K)α/(α+1)
∑
i∈H
∑
j∈K,Ti∩Tj 6=∅
2kδT+1
1/(α+1) δTα/(α+1)
. (#K)α/(α+1)
(∑
i∈H
N2kδT+1
)1/(α+1)
δTα/(α+1)
≤ #I(B)δS(N2kδ(T−S)(α+1)+1)1/(α+1).
(46)
The remaining two terms can be estimated in the same way, obtaining
S(H,K) + S(K,K) . #I(B)δS(N2kδ(T−S)(α+1)+1)1/(α+1). (47)
Choosing then N = 2−
S+1
2
kδ−
S+λ
2 , we get (42) by (45), (46) and (47).
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Part II
Examples of applications
7 Classical Kakeya sets
We have seen in Remark 3.1 that in the case of the classical Kakeya sets Axioms
1-4 are satisfied with T = S = n− 1, Q = n and θ = 0. We then get by Theorem 5.1
the lower bound n+1
2
for the Hausdorff dimension of Kakeya sets (which was obtained
by Bourgain).
Moreover, Axiom 5 holds with λ = 1 and α = n− 2 as seen in Remark 6.1. Hence
we obtain the improved lower bound n+2
2
proved originally by Wolff. In Figure 3 it is
shown how Bourgain’s bush and Wolff’s hairbrush look like in this case.
We now consider some more examples to which the axiomatic setting can be applied
and one to which it cannot.
Figure 3: Bourgain’s bush and Wolff’s hairbrush in the classical Euclidean case (in R3)
8 Nikodym sets
Nikodym sets are closely related to Kakeya sets. A Nikodym set E ⊂ Rn is such
that Ln(E) = 0 and for every x ∈ Rn there is a line L through x such that E ∩ L
contains a unit line segment. The Nikodym conjecture states that every Nikodym set in
Rn has Hausdorff dimension n. This is implied by the Kakeya conjecture, see Theorem
11.11 in [17].
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The Nikodym maximal function of f ∈ L1loc(Rn) is defined as f ∗∗δ : Rn → [0,∞],
f ∗∗δ (x) = sup
x∈T
1
Ln(T )
∫
T
|f |dLn,
where the supremum is taken over all tubes T of radius δ and length 1 containing x.
There is also a Nikodym maximal conjecture, stating that
||f ∗∗δ ||Ln(Rn) ≤ Cn,δ−||f ||Ln(Rn)
for every  > 0, 0 < δ < 1. This is equivalent to the Kakeya maximal conjecture (see
Theorem 22.16 in [17]).
Making some reductions, we can use the axiomatic setting to prove the known
estimates n+1
2
and n+2
2
for the Hausdorff dimension of Nikodym sets (these lower bounds
were originally proved by Bourgain and Wolff).
First we will consider a natural setting in which the roles of Y and A are basically
swapped with respect to the Kakeya case, but in which we can only prove the lower
bound n+1
2
. In Section 8.1 we will then consider a different approach, which will
yield the lower bound n+2
2
for the Hausdorff dimension of Nikodym sets but not the
corresponding Nikodym maximal function inequality. It will also give lower bounds for
the dimension of sets containing a segment in a line through every point of a hyperplane.
Let X = Rn, µ = Ln, d = d′ be the Euclidean metric, Q = n. The set of parameters
A is given by those directions e ∈ Sn−1 that make an angle < pi/100 with the xn-axis.
Let Z be the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane, ν = Hn−1E
∣∣
Z
, Y be a compact subset of Z such
that 0 < Hn−1E (Y ) ≤ 1, dZ be the Euclidean metric on Z. Then for every p ∈ Y we
have Hn−1E (BE(p, r)) ≈ rn−1, thus S = n− 1.
For p ∈ Y and e ∈ A, we define Fp(e) = Ip(e) as a segment of unit length with
direction e starting from p and I˜p(e) ⊃ Ip(e) as a segment of length 2 (starting from p).
In this case µp,e = H1E
∣∣
Ip(e)
, the 1-dimensional Euclidean Hausdorff measure restricted
to Ip(e). Let T δp (e) be the δ neighbourhood of Ip(e) in the Euclidean metric and let
T˜ 2δp (e) be the 2δ neighbourhood of I˜p(e).
Axiom 1: We have Ln(T˜ 2δp (e)) ≈ Ln(T δp (e)) ≈ δn−1 and if A ⊂ T˜ 2δp then Ln(A) .
diamE(A)δn−1. Thus Axiom 1 holds with T = S = n− 1.
Axiom 2: It is easy to see that Axiom 2 holds with θ = 0 (since the tubes and the
balls are the same as in the classical Kakeya case).
Axiom 3: Now we show that Axiom 3 is also satisfied, that is there exists b = bn
such that for every e, e¯ ∈ A and every p, p¯ ∈ Y ,
diamE(T˜ 2δp (e) ∩ T˜ 2δp¯ (e¯)) ≤ b
δ
|p− p¯| , (48)
where diamE denotes the diameter with respect to the Euclidean metric.
Indeed, if e = e¯ or |e− e¯|  δ then the intersection is non-empty only if |p− p¯| . 2δ.
In this case the left-hand side in (48) is at most 1 up to a constant and the right-hand
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side is & 1. If |e − e¯| & δ then the intersection is non-empty only if |p − p¯| . |e − e¯|.
Thus by the standard diameter estimate,
diamE(T˜ 2δp (e) ∩ T˜ 2δp¯ (e¯)) .
δ
|e− e¯| .
δ
|p− p¯| .
Axiom 4: Let p, p′ ∈ Y such that |p − p′| ≤ δ and let e ∈ A. We want to show
that T δp (e) ⊂ T˜ 2δp′ (e). The segment Ip(e) is the set of points te+ p with 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. Let
q ∈ T δp (e), that is there exists t ∈ [0, 1] such that |q − te− p| ≤ δ. Then
|q − te− p′| ≤ |q − te− p|+ |p− p′| ≤ 2δ, (49)
thus q ∈ T˜ 2δp′ (e), where I˜p′(e) = {se+ p′ : 0 ≤ s ≤ 2}.
Hence all the Axioms 1− 4 are satisfied. Defining, as in (9), fdδ : Y → [0,∞],
fdδ (p) = sup
e∈A
1
Ln(T δp (e))
∫
T δp (e)
|f |dLn, (50)
this satisfies by Bourgain’s method a weak type inequality (25) with S = T = n − 1
for all Lebesgue measurable sets.
Remark 8.1. Note that any estimate of the form ||fdδ ||Lp(Rn−1) ≤ Cδ||f ||Lp(Rn) valid for
any f ∈ Lp(Rn) with bounded support, implies the corresponding estimate ||f ∗∗δ ||Lp(Rn) ≤
CnCδ||f ||Lp(Rn). Indeed, the assumption means that∫
Rn−1
(f ∗∗δ,100(x
′, 0))pdLn−1x′ ≤ Cδ
∫
{(x′,xn):|xn|≤1}
|f(x′, xn)|pdLn−1x′dxn, (51)
where f ∗∗δ,100 is the maximal function as f ∗∗δ but with tubes that make an angle < pi/100
with the xn-axis. Actually there is a small difference between fdδ and f ∗∗δ,100: given a
point p, in fdδ we consider averages over tubes starting from p whereas in f ∗∗δ,100 the tubes
just contain p. However, any tube T δp (e) is a tube containing p, thus fdδ (p) ≤ f ∗∗δ,100(p).
On the other hand, if T is any tube containing p, say that T = T δq (e) for some point q,
then T ⊂ T 2δp (e)∪T 2δp (−e). Indeed, |p−te−q| ≤ δ for some t ∈ [0, 1] and if q′ ∈ T then
|q′−se−q| ≤ δ for some s ∈ [0, 1]. Thus |q′−(s−t)e−p| ≤ |q′−se−q|+|q+te−p| ≤ 2δ
and s− t ∈ [−1, 1]. Hence f ∗∗δ,100(p) . fd2δ(p).
Since in (51) 0 could be replaced by any t ∈ R, we have∫
Rn−1
(f ∗∗δ,100(x
′, t))pdLn−1x′ ≤ Cδ
∫
{(x′,xn):|xn−t|≤1}
|f(x′, xn)|pdLn−1x′dxn.
For any t there exists k ∈ Z such that t ∈ [k, k + 1]. Thus∫
Rn−1
(f ∗∗δ,100(x
′, t))pdLn−1x′ ≤ Cδ
∫
{(x′,xn):|xn−k|≤2}
|f(x′, xn)|pdLn−1x′dxn.
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Integrating over t and summing over k, we have
∑
k∈Z
∫ k+1
k
∫
Rn−1
(f ∗∗δ,100(x
′, t))pdLn−1x′dt ≤ Cδ
∑
k∈Z
∫
{(x′,xn):|xn−k|≤2}
|f(x′, xn)|pdLn−1x′dxn,
thus by Fubini’s theorem we get the estimate ||f ∗∗δ,100||Lp(Rn) ≤ CnCδ||f ||Lp(Rn). The
restriction on the direction of the tubes can be removed by using finitely many different
choices of coordinates.
In the same way we can show that any weak type inequality of the form
Ln−1({p = (x′, 0) : x′ ∈ Rn−1, (χE)dδ(p) > λ}) ≤ Cλ−pδ−βpLn(E)
valid for any Lebesgue measurable set E ⊂ Rn and any λ > 0, implies the corresponding
estimate
Ln({p ∈ Rn : (χE)∗∗δ (p) > λ}) ≤ Cλ−pδ−βpLn(E).
Hence we have a weak type inequality also for the Nikodym maximal function
Ln({p ∈ Rn : (χE)∗∗δ (p) > λ}) ≤ Cλ−(n+1)/2δ−(n−1)/2Ln(E),
which implies the lower bound n+1
2
for the Hausdorff dimension of any Nikodym set in
Rn.
Wolff proved the lower bound n+2
2
simultaneously for the Hausdorff dimension of
Kakeya and Nikodym sets (see Remark 3.9). Unfortunately with our approach it
seems that we cannot prove the validity of Axiom 5 in the present setting with λ = 1,
α = n − 2. The main obstacle is the fact that here if two tubes T˜ 2δp (e) and T˜ 2δp¯ (e¯)
intersect then it could happen that |p − p¯| is much smaller than |e − e¯|, thus having
information about the distance between the starting points of two tubes is not enough
to know the angle at which they intersect. The validity of Axiom 5 would give an Ln
bound for the Nikodym maximal function, which would imply the lower bound n+2
2
for
the Hausdorff dimension of Nikodym sets.
We will now use another approach, letting Y and A be different sets, which will
also give dimension estimates for some related sets.
8.1 Sets containing a segment in a line through every point of
a hyperplane
Let V ⊂ Rn be a hyperplane and let A ⊂ V be Hn−1 measurable and such that
Hn−1(A) > 0. We say that N ⊂ Rn is an (A, V )-Nikodym set if Ln(N) = 0 and for
every p ∈ A there is a line Lp through p not contained in V such that Lp ∩N contains
a segment of length 1. We will obtain the following dimension estimate.
Theorem 8.1. If V ⊂ Rn is a hyperplane, A ⊂ V is Hn−1 measurable, Hn−1(A) > 0,
and N ⊂ Rn is an (A, V )-Nikodym set then the Hausdorff dimension of N is ≥ n+2
2
.
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We will prove this by showing that Axioms 1-5 are satisfied and using Wolff’s
method. The setting is the following. Let X = Rn, d = d′ be the Euclidean metric and
µ = Ln, thus Q = n. Let Y ⊂ Z = V be compact and such that 0 < Hn−1(Y ) ≤ 1.
We let dZ be the Euclidean metric on V (thus BV (p, r) is any Euclidean ball in V ) and
ν = Hn−1∣∣
V
. Thus S = n− 1.
Given 0 < σ < pi/2, let
A = {(e, t) : e ∈ Sn−1,](e, V ⊥) < σ, t ∈ R, 1
4
< t < Cσ},
where ](e, V ⊥) denotes the angle between a line with direction e and V ⊥ and Cσ is a
fixed constant depending only on σ. For p ∈ Y and (e, t) ∈ A let
Fp(e, t) = Ip(e, t) = {p+ te+ se : s ∈ [0, 1]}, (52)
thus Ip(e, t) is the segment starting from p+ te with direction e and length 1.
Here we consider only 0 < δ < 1
16(1+tanσ)
(this is needed in (53) and (54) and it is
not restrictive since we could define tubes and prove all the results of Sections 3, 4,
5 for 0 < δ < c < 1 for any c). Let T δp (e, t) be the δ neighbourhood of Ip(e, t) in
the Euclidean metric, let I˜p(e, t) = {p + te + se : s ∈ [0, 2]} and T˜ 2δp (e, t) be its 2δ
neighbourhood.
Here . (resp. &) means ≤ Cn,σ (resp. ≥ Cn,σ) for some constant Cn,σ.
Axiom 1: It holds with T = n− 1, since the tubes are the usual Euclidean ones.
Axiom 2: Since the tubes and balls are the same as in the Euclidean Kakeya case,
Axiom 2 holds with θ = 0.
Axiom 3: Let p 6= p¯ ∈ Y and (e, t), (e¯, t¯) ∈ A, e 6= e¯, be such that T˜ 2δp (e, t) ∩
T˜ 2δp¯ (e¯, t¯) 6= ∅. First observe that if |p− p¯| ≤ Cnσδ then δ/|p− p¯| & 1 & diamE(T˜ 2δp (e, t)∩
T˜ 2δp¯ (e¯, t¯)), thus Axiom 3 holds.
Hence we can assume that |p − p¯| > 10δ
cosσ
. We can find points p′, p¯′ ∈ Y such that
|p− p′| ≤ 2δ
cosσ
, |p¯− p¯′| ≤ 2δ
cosσ
and the point u = {p′ + se : s ∈ R} ∩ {p¯′ + se¯ : s ∈ R}
is contained in T˜ 2δp (e, t) ∩ T˜ 2δp¯ (e¯, t¯). Thus
1
8
<
1
4
− 2δ(1 + tan σ) < |u− p′| < Cσ + 1 + 2δ(1 + tanσ) < Cσ + 9
8
(53)
and
1
8
<
1
4
− 2δ(1 + tanσ) < |u− p¯′| < Cσ + 1 + 2δ(1 + tanσ) < Cσ + 9
8
. (54)
Since ](e, V ⊥) < σ, the angle between the line {p′ + se : s ∈ R} and V is > pi/2− σ.
This implies that |p′ − p¯′| ≈ |e − e¯|, which is essentially the angle between the lines
{p′ + se : s ∈ R} and {p¯′ + se¯ : s ∈ R}. Since |p− p¯| ≈ |p′ − p¯′|, the classical diameter
estimate implies
diamE(T˜ 2δp (e, t) ∩ T˜ 2δp¯ (e¯, t¯)) .
δ
|e− e¯| .
δ
|p− p¯| , (55)
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which proves the validity of Axiom 3. Observe that if e = e¯ then T˜ 2δp (e, t)∩T˜ 2δp¯ (e¯, t¯) 6= ∅
only if |p− p¯| . 2δ
cosσ
. Also in this case (55) still holds.
Axiom 4: Let p, p¯ ∈ Y be such that |p− p¯| ≤ δ. We want to show that T δp (e, t) ⊂
T˜ 2δp¯ (e, t). Indeed, if w ∈ T δp (e, t) then |w − p− te− se| ≤ δ for some s ∈ [0, 1]. Thus
|w − p¯− te− se| ≤ |w − p− te− se|+ |p− p¯| ≤ 2δ, (56)
which implies w ∈ T˜ 2δp¯ (e, t). Hence Axiom 4 holds.
Axiom 5: We can prove Axiom 5 as in the classical Kakeya case, see Remark 6.1
(and Lemma 23.3 in [17]).
Lemma 8.2. Let 0 < δ, β, γ < 1 and let T1, . . . , TN be such that Tj = T˜ 2δpj (ej, tj),
|pj − pk| > δ for every j 6= k. Let T = T˜ 2δp (e, t) be such that T ∩ Tj 6= ∅ and
|pj − p| ≥ β/8 for every j = 1, . . . , N . Then for all j = 1, . . . , N ,
#Ij = #{i : |pi − pj| ≤ β, Ti ∩ Tj 6= ∅, dE(Ti ∩ Tj, Tj ∩ T ) ≥ γ}
≤ Cn,σδ−1βγ2−n.
(57)
Proof. We may assume that δ is much smaller than γ and β. This follows from the
fact that since pi, pj are δ-separated we have #{i : |pi − pj| ≤ β} ≤ βn−1δ1−n. If δ & γ
we would have #{i : |pi − pj| ≤ β} . βn−1δ−1γ2−n and if δ & β then #{i : |pi − pj| ≤
β} . βδ−1, thus (57) would hold.
Since |p − pj| ≥ β/8 >> δ for every j = 1, . . . , N , we have seen above (in Axiom
3) that we have |e− ej| ≈ |p− pj| & β and there exist p′, p′j such that |p− p′| ≤ 2δcosσ ,
|pj − p′j| ≤ 2δcosσ and the lines {p′ + sej : s ∈ R} and {p′j + se : s ∈ R} intersect.
Fix now one of these j. Since |pi−pj| > δ, we have #{i : |pi−pj| ≤ 10δ/ cosσ} . 1,
hence we can assume that |pi − pj| > 10δ/ cosσ. Then for i ∈ Ij, we have |ei − ej| ≈
|pi− pj| ≤ β, hence we are essentially in the same situation as for the classical Kakeya
case and we can use the same proof, which we summarize here.
Let P be the 2-dimensional plane spanned by the lines {p′ + se : s ∈ R} and
{p′j + sej : s ∈ R} and let L be the line given by the intersection between P and V .
Thus L contains p′ and p′j. Observe that the angle between P and V (that is, the angle
between their normal vectors) is & pi/2− σ.
Since Ti intersects T and Tj in such a way that the angle between Ti and Tj is
at most constant times the angle between T and Tj, it follows from the fact that
dE(Ti ∩ Tj, Tj ∩ T ) ≥ γ that also dE(Ti ∩ Tj, Ti ∩ T ) & γ. Hence Ti makes an angle
. δ/γ with P . Thus the distance from pi to L is . δ/γ. Moreover, pi ∈ BV (pj, β),
hence
|pi − p′j| ≤ |pi − pj|+ |pj − p′j| ≤ β +
2δ
cosσ
≤ 2β
since δ << β. It follows that
pi ∈
{
q ∈ V : dE(q, L) . δ
γ
}
∩BV (p′j, 2β). (58)
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Since this set has Hn−1 measure . βδn−2γ2−n, it can contain . βδ−1γ2−n δ-separated
points pi.
For f ∈ L1loc(Rn) and 0 < δ < 1 we define the maximal function fdδ : Y → [0,∞] as
in (9) by
fdδ (p) = sup
(e,t)∈A
1
Ln(T δp (e, t))
∫
T δp (e,t)
|f |dLn.
Since all the Axioms 1− 5 are satisfied, Theorem 6.2 implies the following.
Theorem 8.3. There exists a constant C = Cn,σ such that for every f ∈ Ln(Rn) and
every  > 0,
||fdδ ||Ln(Y ) ≤ CCδ
2−n
2n
−||f ||Ln(Rn).
If N is an (A, V )-Nikodym set then there exists Y ⊂ V and A as above such that
for every p ∈ Y there exists (e, t) ∈ A with Ip(e, t) ⊂ N , which means that (A, V )-
Nikodym sets are generalized Kakeya sets. Indeed, for every p ∈ A there exists a half
line Lp = {sep + p : s ≥ 0} for some ep ∈ Sn−1 such that Lp ∩ N contains a segment
of length 1/2, call it Ip(ep, tp) (where tp is such that p + tpep is the starting point of
the segment). Since Lp is not contained in V we have ](ep, V ⊥) < pi/2 for every ep as
above. If for some p the segment Ip(ep, tp) contains p, that is tp = 0, then we can redefine
Ip(ep, 0) = I
l
p(ep, 1/4) = {p + sep : s ∈ [1/4, 1/2]} = {p + 1/4ep + sep : s ∈ [0, 1/4]}.
Thus we can assume tp > 1/4.
For R = 1, 2, . . . , let VR = {p ∈ V : tp < R}. Since V = ∪∞R=1VR, there exists R
such that Hn−1(VR) > 0. For i = 1, 2, . . . , let VR,i = {p ∈ VR : ](ep, V ⊥) < pi/2− 1/i}.
Then there exists i such that Hn−1(VR,i) > 0. Let Y ⊂ VR,i such that 0 < Hn−1(Y ) ≤ 1
and Y is compact. Then for every p ∈ Y there exists (ep, tp) ∈ A (where σ = pi/2−1/i
and Cσ = R) such that Ip(ep, tp) ⊂ N .
Hence Theorem 8.3 implies by Corollary 4.2 that the Hausdorff dimension of every
(A, V )-Nikodym set is ≥ n+2
2
, that is Theorem 8.1 is proved.
Remark 8.2. If M ⊂ Rn is a Nikodym set, then in particular there is a hyperplane
V ⊂ Rn such that for every p ∈ V there exists a line Lp through p with Lp ∩ M
containing a unit segment and Hn−1({p ∈ V : Lp * V }) > 0. Thus M is an (A, V )-
Nikodym set (where A = {p ∈ V : Lp * V }), which implies dimM ≥ n+22 .
Remark 8.3. We considered here sets such that for every p ∈ V the line Lp is not
contained in V . On the other hand, if a set N ⊂ Rn is such that for every p ∈ V there
exists a line Lp ⊂ V with Lp ∩N containing a unit line segment, then N is essentially
a Nikodym set in Rn−1. Thus in this case we only have the known lower bounds for
the dimension of Nikodym sets in Rn−1.
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9 Sets containing a segment in a line through almost
every point of an (n− 1)-rectifiable set
Instead of the classical Nikodym sets, we now consider sets containing a segment
in a line through almost every point of an (n − 1)-rectifiable set with direction not
contained in the approximate tangent plane (this will be defined later).
There are various equivalent definitions of rectifiable sets (see chapters 15-18 in [16]
for definitions and properties of rectifiable sets). We recall here two definitions that
we will use. Let E ⊂ Rn be an Hn−1 measurable set with 0 < Hn−1(E) <∞. Then
1. E is (n − 1)-rectifiable if and only if there exist (n − 1)-dimensional Lipschitz
graphs G1, G2, . . . such that Hn−1(E \ ∪jGj) = 0;
2. E is (n− 1)-rectifiable if and only if there exist (n− 1)-dimensional C1 subman-
ifolds M1,M2, . . . of Rn such that Hn−1(E \ ∪jMj) = 0.
An important property of rectifiable sets is the existence of approximate tangent
planes at almost every point. Let us recall here the definition (see Definition 15.17
in [16]). Following the notation in [16], 15.12, given a hyperplane V ⊂ Rn, a ∈ Rn and
0 < s < 1 we let
X(a, V, s) = {x ∈ Rn : dE(x− a, V ) < s|x− a|}. (59)
Given A ⊂ Rn, we say that V is an approximate tangent hyperplane for A at a if
Θ∗n−1(A, a) > 0 and for all 0 < s < 1,
lim
r→0
r1−nHn−1(A ∩BE(a, r) \X(a, V, s)) = 0.
Here Θ∗n−1(A, a) denotes the upper (n − 1)-density of A at a, defined (see Definition
6.1 in [16]) as
lim sup
r→0
(2r)1−nHn−1(A ∩BE(a, r)).
The set of all approximate tangent hyperplanes of A at a is denoted by ap Tan(A, a).
The following holds (see Theorem 15.19 in [16]).
Theorem 9.1. Let E ⊂ Rn be an Hn−1 measurable set with Hn−1(E) < ∞. Then
E is (n − 1)-rectifiable if and only if for Hn−1 almost every p ∈ E there is a unique
approximate tangent hyperplane for E at p.
Definition 9.1. Given an (n − 1)-rectifiable set E ⊂ Rn, we say that K ⊂ Rn is an
E-Nikodym set if Ln(K) = 0 and for Hn−1 almost every p ∈ E there exists ep ∈ Sn−1
such that ep /∈ ap Tan(E, p) and Lp(ep) ∩K contains a unit segment, where Lp(ep) =
{tep + p : t ≥ 0}.
We will prove the following.
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Theorem 9.2. Let K ⊂ Rn be an E-Nikodym set. Then dimK ≥ n+2
2
.
To prove the theorem, we will reduce to show the following lemma. Here we let V
be an (n− 1)-dimensional linear subspace of Rn, g : V → V ⊥ be a Lipschitz map with
Lipschitz constant L > 0 (that is, |g(x) − g(y)| ≤ L|x − y| for every x, y ∈ V ) and G
be its graph. For e ∈ Sn−1 let ](e, V ⊥) denote as before the angle between a line in
direction e and V ⊥.
Lemma 9.3. Let G be the graph of a Lipschitz map g : V → V ⊥ with Lipschitz
constant L. Let N ⊂ Rn be such that there exists 0 ≤ θL < arctan(1/L) and for every
p ∈ A ⊂ G, where Hn−1(A) > 0, there exists ep ∈ Sn−1 such that ](ep, V ⊥) < θL and
Lp(ep) ∩N contains a unit segment. Then dimN ≥ n+22 .
Let us first see how the lemma implies Theorem 9.2.
Proof. (Lemma 9.3 ⇒ Theorem 9.2)
Let K ⊂ Rn be an E-Nikodym set. Then for Hn−1 almost every p ∈ E there exists
ep ∈ Sn−1 such that ep /∈ ap Tan(E, p) and Lp(ep) ∩ K contains a unit segment. For
j = 1, 2, . . . , let Ej = {p ∈ E : ](ep, (ap Tan(E, p))⊥) < pi/2 − 1j }. Then there exists
k such that Hn−1(Ek) > 0.
Since Ek is a subset of E, it is (n − 1)-rectifiable. Hence by one of the definitions
that we have seen there exists an (n − 1)-dimensional C1 submanifold M of Rn such
that Hn−1(Ek ∩M) > 0. It follows from Lemma 15.18 in [16] that for Hn−1 almost
every p ∈ Ek ∩M we have ap Tan(Ek, p) = Tan(M, p), where Tan(M, p) is the tangent
hyperplane to M at p.
Since M is a C1 manifold, for every point p ∈ M ∩ Ek there are a neighbourhood
U ⊂ M ∩ Ek of p and a C1 function f : W → U such that f(W ) = U , where
W ⊂ Rn−1 is open. We can assume that Df is uniformly continuous on W . Let
0 <  < 1/(2 tan(1/k)). For every x ∈ W let δx > 0 be such that for every y ∈ W such
that |x− y| < δx we have
f(y)− f(x) = Df(x)(y − x) + (x)(y − x)
= Df(x0)(y − x) + (Df(x)−Df(x0))(y − x) + (x)(y − x), (60)
where x0 ∈ W and |(x)(y − x)| < |y − x|. If we let for j = 1, 2, . . . , Wj = {x ∈ W :
δx >
1
j
}, then there exists l such that Hn−1(Wl) > 0. Let 0 < δ < 1l be so small that
|Df(x)−Df(y)| <  when |x−y| < δ. Fix x0 ∈ Wl such thatHn−1(BE(x0, δ/2)∩Wl) >
0. Let V = Df(x0)(Rn−1) and let h be the isometry such that h(V ) = Rn−1. Let
g = PV ⊥ ◦ f ◦ h : V → V ⊥, where PV ⊥ denotes the orthogonal projection onto V ⊥.
Then for every z, w ∈ h−1(BE(x0, δ/2) ∩ Wl) ⊂ V , we have z = h−1(x) for some
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x ∈ BE(x0, δ/2) ∩Wl and |h(z)− h(w)| = |z − w| ≤ δ, thus by (60)
|g(z)− g(w)| =|PV ⊥(f(h(z))− f(h(w)))|
=|PV ⊥(Df(x0)(h(z)− h(w)) + (Df(h(z))−Df(x0))(h(z)− h(w))
+ (x)(h(z)− h(w)))|
≤|Df(x)−Df(x0)||z − w|+ |z − w|
<2|z − w| < 1
tan(1/k)
|z − w|,
where we used PV ⊥(Df(x0)(h(z)−h(w))) = 0 since Df(x0)(h(z)−h(w)) ∈ V . Thus g
is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant L < 1/ tan(1/k). Hence there exists E ′l ⊂ Ek ∩M ,
Hn−1(E ′l) > 0, such that E ′l is contained in a Lipschitz graph G with Lipschitz constant
L.
Then for p ∈ E ′l we have ](ep, (ap Tan(E ′l, p))⊥) = ](ep, ( Tan(M, p))⊥) < pi/2− 1k .
On the other hand, since E ′l is contained in a Lipschitz graph we have ](( Tan(M, p))⊥, V ⊥) ≤
pi/2− arctan(1/L). Hence ](ep, V ⊥) ≤ arctan(1/L)− 1/k < arctan(1/L).
It follows that the subset K ′ ⊂ K containing a segment in Lp(ep) ∩ K ′ for every
p ∈ E ′l satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 9.3. Hence dimK ≥ dimK ′ ≥ n+22 .
We will now prove Lemma 9.3 by showing that in this setting all the Axioms 1-5
are satisfied. Let X = Rn, d = d′ = dE, µ = Ln, Q = n. We can assume without loss
of generality that V is the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane and that g(x) ≥ 0 for every x.
Let Z = G and Y ⊂ A ⊂ G be a compact set such that 0 < Hn−1(Y ) ≤ 1, let
dZ be the Euclidean metric on G and ν be the (n− 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure
Hn−1∣∣
G
restricted to G, thus S = n− 1. Let
A = {(e, t) ∈ Sn−1 × R : ](e, xn-axis) < θL, 1
4
< t ≤M},
where 0 < θL < arctan(1/L) and M ∈ R. For p ∈ Y and (e, t) ∈ A let, as in (52),
Fp(e, t) = Ip(e, t) = {p+ te+ se : s ∈ [0, 1]}.
Since we will use the diameter estimate (55), we consider also here 0 < δ < 1
16(1+tan θL)
.
Let T δp (e, t) be the δ neighbourhood of Ip(e, t) in the Euclidean metric. Let also T˜ 2δp (e, t)
be the 2δ neighbourhood of I˜p(e, t) = {p+ te+ se : s ∈ [0, 2]}.
Axiom 1: Since the tubes are Euclidean, we have Ln(T δp (e, t)) ≈ Ln(T˜ 2δp (e, t)) ≈
δn−1 and if A ⊂ T˜ 2δp (e, t) then Ln(A) . diamE(A)δn−1. Thus Axiom 1 holds with
T = n− 1.
Axiom 2 holds with θ = 0 since the tubes and balls are the usual Euclidean ones.
Axiom 3: We want to show that there exists a constant b = bL,n such that for all
p = (x, g(x)), p′ = (x′, g(x′)) ∈ Y and (e, t), (e′, t′) ∈ A we have
diamE(T˜ 2δp (e, t) ∩ T˜ 2δp′ (e′, t′)) ≤ b
δ
|p− p′| . (61)
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First observe that if |p−p′| ≤ CL,nδ then δ/|p−p′| & 1 & diamE(T˜ 2δp (e, t)∩ T˜ 2δp′ (e′, t′)),
thus (61) holds (here the constants depend on n and L). Hence we can assume that
|p − p′| > 10δ
cos θL
. If g(x) = g(x′) then we are in the same situation as in Section 8.1
(indeed p and p′ lie in the same hyperplane parallel to the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane),
thus (61) follows from (55).
Figure 4: Lipschitz graph in R2 (proof of Axiom 3)
Suppose that g(x) > g(x′). Let P be the hyperplane parallel to the x1, . . . , xn−1-
hyperplane and passing through p′. Let Lp(e) be the line containing Ip(e, t) and let
q = Lp(e)∩P (see Figure 4). Let s be the projection of p onto P . Then |s−p′| = |x−x′|,
|p− s| = |g(x)− g(x′)| and |s− q| = |p− s| tan θe, where θe = ](e, xn-axis) < θL. Thus
we have
|q − p′| ≥ |s− p′| − |s− q| = |x− x′| − |p− s| tan θe
≥ |x− x′| − |g(x)− g(x′)| tan θL
≥ (1− L tan θL)|x− x′|
≥ 1− L tan θL√
1 + L2
|p− p′|,
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where 1− L tan θL > 0 since tan θL < 1/L. Moreover,
|q − p′| ≤ |q − s|+ |s− p′|
≤ |g(x)− g(x′)| tan θL + |x− x′|
≤ (1 + L tan θL)|x− x′|
≤ (1 + L tan θL)|p− p′|.
Hence |p− p′| ≈ |q − p′|. But we know from Section 8.1 (see Axiom 3) that |q − p′| ≈
|e− e′|, thus
diamE(T˜ 2δp (e, t) ∩ T˜ 2δp′ (e′, t′)) ≤ bn
δ
|e− e′| ≤ bn,L
δ
|p− p′| .
Axiom 4: As in (56), we can see that if p, p′ ∈ Y are such that |p− p′| ≤ δ, then
T δp (e, t) ⊂ T˜ 2δp′ (e, t). Hence Axiom 4 holds.
Axiom 5: Let 0 < δ, β, γ < 1 and let T1, . . . , TN be such that Tj = T˜ 2δpj (ej, tj),
|pj − pk| > δ for every j 6= k. Let T = T˜ 2δp (e, t) be such that T ∩ Tj 6= ∅ and
|pj − p| ≥ β/8 for every j = 1, . . . , N . Then for all j = 1, . . . , N ,
#Ij = #{i : |pi − pj| ≤ β, Ti ∩ Tj 6= ∅, dE(Ti ∩ Tj, Tj ∩ T ) ≥ γ}
≤ Cδ−1βγ2−n. (62)
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 8.2, we can assume that δ is much smaller than β and
γ. Let p = (x, g(x)), pj = (xj, g(xj)). We can also assume that g(xj) > g(x). Since
|p− pj| ≥ β/8 >> δ, we have seen above in Axiom 3 that we have |p− pj| ≈ |q − pj|,
where q = Lp(e) ∩ P and P is the hyperplane parallel to the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane
and passing through pj. Hence we are in the same situation as in Lemma 8.2 and (62)
follows from (57).
Since all the Axioms 1-5 are satisfied, the maximal function
fdδ (p) = sup
(e,t)∈A
1
Ln(T δp (e, t))
∫
T δp (e,t)
|f |dLn
satisfies by Theorem 6.2
||fdδ ||Ln(Y ) ≤ Cδ
2−n
2n
−||f ||Ln(Rn) (63)
for every  > 0 and every f ∈ Ln(Y ).
Let N ⊂ Rn be such that for every p ∈ A there exists ep ∈ Sn−1 such that
](ep, V ⊥) < θL and Lp(ep)∩N contains a unit segment. Then, in particular, for every
p ∈ Y ⊂ A we have Ip(ep, tp) ⊂ N for some tp ≥ 1/2, where here Ip(ep, tp) has length
1/2. Hence (63) implies the lower bound n+2
2
for the Hausdorff dimension of N and
proves Lemma 9.3.
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Remark 9.1. (Sets containing a segment through every point of a purely unrectifiable
set)
If B ⊂ Rn, Hn−1(B) > 0, is purely (n − 1)-unrectifiable and K ⊂ Rn is such that
for every p ∈ B there exists a segment {p + tep : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} ⊂ K for some ep ∈ Sn−1,
then we cannot use the axiomatic system to obtain lower bounds for the dimension
of K. Indeed, we will show that we cannot find a diameter estimate as in Axiom 3
(where the tubes are Euclidean tubes). This is due to the geometric properties of
purely unrectifiable sets, which are rather scattered.
Recall that a set B ⊂ Rn is called purely (n− 1)-unrectifiable if Hn−1(B ∩ F ) = 0
for every (n − 1)-rectifiable set F . Fix some direction e ∈ Sn−1 and let L be the line
through the origin with direction e. We can define as in (59) for a ∈ Rn, 0 < s < 1
and 0 < r <∞
X(a, L, s) = {x ∈ Rn : dE(x− a, L) < s|x− a|}
and
X(a, r, L, s) = X(a, L, s) ∩BE(a, r).
By Lemma 15.13 in [16], since B is purely (n − 1)-unrectifiable, for every 0 < s < 1
there exists p ∈ B such that
B ∩X(p, 1, L, s) 6= ∅.
Let s be much smaller than 1 and let p′ ∈ B∩X(p, 1, L, s). Letting δ = s|p−p′|, we have
p′ ∈ T˜ 2δp (e). It follows that diamE(T˜ 2δp (e)∩ T˜ 2δp′ (e)) ≈ 1. If we had a diameter estimate
of the form of Axiom 3 then we would have diamE(T˜ 2δp (e)∩ T˜ 2δp′ (e)) ≤ bδ/|p− p′| = bs,
which is not possible since s is much smaller than 1.
10 Curved Kakeya and Nikodym sets
Bourgain [5] and Wisewell ( [24], [22]) have studied the case of curved Kakeya and
Nikodym sets, that is when Iu(a) is a curved arc from some specific family. We will
recall here briefly the setting to see that Wisewell’s results follow from Theorems 5.1
and 6.2 since the axioms are satisfied.
The family of curves they consider arises from Hörmander’s conjecture regarding
certain oscillatory integral operators. For x = (x′, xn) ∈ Rn (with x′ ∈ Rn−1) and
y ∈ Rn−1, h(x, y) is some smooth cut-off and φ(x, y) is a smooth function on the
support of h that satisfies the following properties:
(i) the rank of the matrix ∂
2φ
∂x∂y
(x, y) is n− 1;
(ii) for all θ ∈ Sn−1 the map y 7→ 〈θ, ∂φ
∂x
(x, y)〉 has only non degenerate critical points.
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These imply that φ can be written as
φ(x, y) = ytx′ + xnytAy +O(|xn||y|3 + |x|2|y|2),
where A is an invertible (n − 1) × (n − 1) matrix. To prove Bourgain’s lower bound
Wisewell considers functions φ for which the higher order terms depend only on xn and
not on x′. These can be written as
φ(x, y) = ytM(xn)x
′ + φ˜(xn, y), (64)
where M : R→ GL(n− 1,R) is a matrix-valued function.
Let X = Rn, d = d′ be the Euclidean metric, µ = Ln. Let Z = Y = A be a certain
ball in Rn−1 whose radius depends only on φ (Wisewell in Section 2 in [24] explains how
to find it). We will denote it by B. Let dZ be the Euclidean metric in Rn−1 (restricted
to B) and ν = Ln−1. Thus Q = n and S = n− 1.
Here Fu(a) = Iu(a) is defined for a, u ∈ B as
Iu(a) = {x ∈ Rn : ∇uφ(x, u) = a, (x, u) ∈ supp(h)},
which is a smooth curve by condition (i) and the implicit function theorem. The tube
T δu(a) is defined by
T δu(a) = {x ∈ Rn : |∇uφ(x, u)− a| < δ, (x, u) ∈ supp(h)},
thus µ(T δu(a)) ≈ δn−1 and if A ⊂ T δu(a) then µ(A) . diamE(A)δn−1 (Axiom 1 holds
with T = n− 1). Here µu,a is the 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure on Iu(a).
In the straight line case the Kakeya and Nikodym problems are equivalent at least
at the level of the maximal functions (see Theorem 22.16 in [17]), whereas we will see
that in the curved case this is not true.
A curved Kakeya set is a set K ⊂ Rn such that Ln(K) = 0 and for every u ∈ B
there exists a ∈ B such that Iu(a) ⊂ K. A curved Nikodym set is a set N ⊂ Rn such
that Ln(N) = 0 and for every a ∈ B there exists u ∈ B such that Iu(a) ⊂ N .
Wisewell in [23] has proved that there exist such sets of measure zero.
As in (9), we define the curved Kakeya maximal function as
Kδf(u) = sup
a∈B
1
Ln(T δu(a))
∫
T δu(a)
|f |dLn
and the curved Nikodym maximal function as
Nδf(a) = sup
u∈B
1
Ln(T δu(a))
∫
T δu(a)
|f |dLn.
Axiom 2: In the proof of Theorem 11 in [22] it is proved that Axiom 2 holds with
θ = 0 (indeed, Theorem 11 is the corresponding Theorem 4.1 for the curved case).
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Axiom 3: One can prove the diameter estimate of Axiom 3 (see Lemma 6 in
[24]). This estimate does not hold if the non-degeneracy criterion (ii) is dropped, since
in this case two curves can essentially share a tangent, thus the intersection of the
corresponding tubes can be larger.
Axiom 4: In [24] Wisewell observes that since φ is smooth, if |u − v| < δ then
T δu(a) ⊂ TWδv (b), where |a− b| < δ and W is a constant depending only on φ (see also
Lemma 7 in [22]). Thus Axiom 4 holds.
Hence all the Axioms 1-4 are satisfied and Bourgain’s method, as shown in [24]
(Theorem 7), gives the lower bound n+1
2
for the Hausdorff dimension of curved Kakeya
and Nikodym sets for any phase function φ of the form (64).
Bourgain in dimension n = 3 has showed some negative results for certain families
of curves, whose associated Kakeya sets cannot have dimension greater than n+1
2
= 2.
In particular, these are related to phase functions φ such that ∂2
∂y2
(∂
2φ
∂x23
) at x = y = 0 is
not a multiple of ∂2
∂y2
( ∂φ
∂x3
) at x = y = 0. For example, the curves given by
Iu(a) = {(a1 − x3u2 − x23u1, a2 − x3u1, x3)}
lie in the surface x1 = x2x3 if we choose a1 = 0, a2 = −u2. Thus if K is a Kakeya set
that for every u ∈ B contains a curve Iu((0,−u2)), then K has Hausdorff dimension 2.
The failure is caused by the presence in φ of terms non linear in x. This is why Wisewell
considers only parabolic curves of the form
Iu(a) = {(a− tu− t2Cu, t) : t ∈ [0, 1]},
where C is a (n − 1) × (n − 1) real matrix, when looking for an improvement of the
above lower bound. However, also in this case there are some negative results. In [24]
(Theorem 10) it is proved that if C is not a multiple of the identity then we cannot have
the optimal Kakeya maximal inequality. This failure does not concern the Nikodym
maximal function.
Axiom 5: Wisewell shows that when C2 = 0 Axiom 5 holds (for the Nikodym
case) with λ = 1 and α = n− 2 (see Claim in the proof of Lemma 13 in [24]).
Thus Wolff’s argument gives the lower bound n+2
2
for the Hausdorff dimension of
curved Nikodym sets (for this class of curves).
11 Restricted Kakeya sets
Given a subsetA ⊂ Sn−1 one can study the Kakeya and Nikodymmaximal functions
restricting to tubes with directions in A. In [9] Cordoba studied the Nikodym maximal
function in the plane restricting to tubes whose slopes are in the set {1/N, 2/N, . . . , 1}.
Bateman [1] gave a characterization for the set of directions A for which the Nikodym
maximal function in the plane is bounded, whereas Kroc and Pramanik [15] character-
ized these sets of directions in all dimensions.
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If A ⊂ Sn−1 we say that a set B ⊂ Rn is an A-Kakeya set if Ln(B) = 0 and for
every e ∈ A there exists a ∈ Rn such that Ie(a) ⊂ B, where Ie(a) is the unit segment
with direction e and midpoint a.
Mitsis [18] proved that if B ⊂ R2 is an A-Kakeya set, where A ⊂ S1, then dimB ≥
dimA+ 1 (and the estimate is sharp).
Here we consider n ≥ 3 and prove lower bounds for A-Kakeya sets using the ax-
iomatic setting, where A is an S-regular subset of the sphere, S ≥ 1. This means that
there exists a Borel measure ν on A and two constants 0 < c1 ≤ c2 <∞ such that
c1r
S ≤ ν(BE(e, r) ∩ A) ≤ c2rS (65)
for every e ∈ A and 0 < r ≤ diamEA. We prove the following.
Theorem 11.1. Let n ≥ 3 and let A ⊂ Sn−1 be an S-regular set, S ≥ 1. Then the
Hausdorff dimension of any A-Kakeya set in Rn is ≥ S+3
2
.
Let X = Rn, d = d′ be the Euclidean metric, µ = Ln thus Q = n. Moreover, we let
Z = Y = A (S-regular subset of Sn−1), dZ be the Euclidean metric restricted to A, ν
be a measure on A as in (65). We let A = Rn.
For e ∈ A and a ∈ Rn, Fe(a) = Ie(a) is the segment with direction e, midpoint a and
Euclidean length 1. The measure µe,a is the 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure restricted
to Ie(a). The tube T δe (a) is the δ neighbourhood of Ie(a) in the Euclidean metric, thus
T = n − 1. The Axioms 1-4 are satisfied (with θ = 0) since the tubes are the usual
Euclidean tubes.
From Bourgain’s method we get the lower bound 2Q−2T+S
2
= S+2
2
for the Hausdorff
dimension of any A-Kakeya set.
Axiom 5 holds with λ = 1 and α = S − 1. This can be proved as in the usual
Euclidean case, see Lemma 23.3 in [17]. Indeed, we only need to modify the end of the
proof, using the S-regularity of Y . We explain it briefly here.
Lemma 11.2. Let 0 < δ, β, γ < 1 and let T1, . . . , TN be such that Tj = T˜ 2δej (aj), ej ∈ Y ,
|ej−ek| > δ for every j 6= k. Let T = T˜ 2δe (a) be such that T ∩Tj 6= ∅ and |ej−e| ≥ β/8
for every j = 1, . . . , N . Then for all j = 1, . . . , N ,
#Ij = #{i : |ei − ej| ≤ β, Ti ∩ Tj 6= ∅, dE(Ti ∩ Tj, Tj ∩ T ) ≥ γ}
≤ Cδ−1βγ1−S. (66)
Proof. We can assume that β > δ
γ
. Indeed, if β ≤ δ
γ
then
#{i : |ei − ej| ≤ β} . β
S
δS
. β
(
δ
γ
)S−1
δ−S = βδ−1γ1−S,
thus (66) holds. As in the proof of Lemma 23.3 in [17] we can show that for i ∈ Ij
ei ∈ BE(ej, β) ∩ {x ∈ A : |xk| ≤ c δ
γ
, k = 3, . . . , n},
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where c is a constant depending only on n. The number of balls of radius δ/γ needed
to cover this set is . βγδ−1, thus this set has ν measure . βγδ−1(δ/γ)S = βδS−1γ1−S.
It follows that it can contain . βδ−1γ1−S points of Y that are δ-separated.
Thus Wolff’s method yields the lower bound S+3
2
for the Hausdorff dimension of
A-Kakeya sets (which proves Theorem 11.1).
12 Furstenberg type sets
12.1 Furstenberg sets
Given 0 < s ≤ 1, an s-Furstenberg set is a compact set F ⊂ Rn such that for every
e ∈ Sn−1 there is a line le with direction e such that dim(F ∩ le) ≥ s. Wolff [26] has
proved that when n = 2 any s-Furstenberg set F satisfies dimF ≥ max{2s, s + 1/2}.
Moreover, there is such a set F with dimF = 3s/2+1/2. In [7] Bourgain has improved
the lower bound when s = 1/2, showing that dimF > 1 + c, where c > 0 is some
absolute constant.
We can show, using the axiomatic method, the lower bound 2s (this is essentially
the same way in which Wolff found it). Moreover, we can find a lower bound for
the Hausdorff dimension of Furstenberg sets in Rn, n ≥ 3. In Rn the conjectural lower
bound is n−1
2
+sn+1
2
(see Conjecture 2.6 in [27], where Zhang considers the Furstenberg
problem in higher dimensions and proves a lower bound for the finite field problem when
s = 1/2). More precisely, we prove the following.
Theorem 12.1. Let F ⊂ Rn be an s-Furstenberg set.
i) If n ≤ 8, then
dimF ≥ max
{
(2s− 1)n+ 2
2
, s
4n+ 3
7
}
.
In particular, it is ≥ s4n+3
7
for s < 7(n−2)
6(n−1) and ≥ (2s−1)n+22 for s ≥ 7(n−2)6(n−1) .
ii) If n ≥ 9, then dimF ≥ s4n+3
7
.
To prove the Theorem, we show that all the Axioms 1-5 are satisfied and apply
Wolff’s method. Moreover, we use Katz and Tao’s estimate for the classical Kakeya
maximal function.
Here is the setting. Let F ⊂ Rn be an s-Furstenberg set. Let X = A = Rn,
d = d′ be the Euclidean metric, µ = Ln and Q = n. Since F is compact, there exists
R > 0 such that F ⊂ BE(0, R/2). For every e ∈ Z = Sn−1 and a ∈ Rn we define
Ie(a) as the segment with diamE(Ie(a)) = R, direction e and midpoint a. Then we let
Fe(a) = Ie(a) ∩ F .
For every e ∈ Z = Sn−1 there exists a = ae ∈ A such that dimFe(a) ≥ s.
Thus for every t < s there exists a Borel measure µe,a such that µe,a(Fe(a)) = 1
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and µe,a(Fe(a) ∩ BE(x, r)) ≤ Ce,art for every x ∈ Fe(a) and every 0 < r < R. Observe
that since a = ae depends on e ∈ Sn−1, actually Ce,a = Ce depends only on e. We
want to choose Y ⊂ Sn−1 such that Ce ≤ C for every e ∈ Y for some constant C. For
k = 1, 2, . . . , let
Sk = {e ∈ Sn−1 : Ce ≤ k}.
Since Sn−1 = ∪∞k=1Sk, there exists k such that σn−1(Sk) > 0. We let then Y ⊂ Sk be
compact and such that σn−1(Y ) > 0, ν = σn−1, dZ be the Euclidean metric on Sn−1.
Hence 0 < ν(Y ) ≤ 1 and S = n− 1.
Let T δe (a) be the δ neighbourhood of Ie(a) in the Euclidean metric.
Axiom 1 holds with T = n− 1 since Ln(T δe (a)) ≈ δn−1 for every e ∈ Y and every
a ∈ Rn and if A ⊂ T δe (a) then Ln(A) . diamE(A)δn−1.
Axiom 2: By Remark 3.7 Axiom 2 holds with θ = 1− t. Indeed, with the choice
made above, for every e ∈ Y and every x ∈ Fe(a) we have µe,a(Fe(a) ∩ BE(x, r)) ≤
Cer
t ≤ krt, thus Axiom 2 is satisfied with θ = Q− t− T = n− t− (n− 1) = 1− t.
Axioms 3 and 4 hold since the tubes and balls are Euclidean.
Hence Bourgain’s method yields the lower bound tn+1
2
for every t < s, which implies
the lower bound sn+1
2
for the Hausdorff dimension of s-Furstenberg sets.
Axiom 5 holds with λ = 1 and α = n− 2 since the tubes are the usual Euclidean
tubes used for Kakeya sets.
Thus Wolff’s method (Theorem 6.2) yields the lower bound (2s−1)n+2
2
. When n = 2
this gives 2s, in general this improves the previous bound sn+1
2
when s > n−2
n−1 .
Remark 12.1. Here the maximal function fdδ is the usual Kakeya maximal function
since the tubes are the Euclidean tubes and µ is the Lebesgue measure. Katz and Tao
in [14] proved the estimate
||fdδ ||L 4n+34 (Sn−1) . δ
3−3n
4n+3
−||f ||
L
4n+3
7 (Rn)
(67)
for every  > 0 and every f ∈ L 4n+37 (Rn). This implies by Corollary 4.2 the lower bound
s4n+3
7
for the Hausdorff dimension of s-Furstenberg sets (in Corollary 4.2 we need the
same p on both sides of (67) but we can take p = 4n+3
7
since it is smaller than 4n+3
4
).
This improves the lower bound sn+1
2
for any value of n ≥ 2 and 0 < s ≤ 1. Moreover,
it improves the lower bound (2s−1)n+2
2
for n ≤ 8 when s < 7(n−2)
6(n−1) and for n ≥ 9 for any
value of s. This estimate completes the proof of Theorem 12.1.
12.2 Sets containing a copy of an s-regular set in every direction
Let us now make a stronger assumption, that is consider F ⊂ Rn (n ≥ 2) that con-
tains in every direction a rotated and translated copy of an Ahlfors s-regular compact
set K ⊂ R (we can assume K ⊂ x1-axis). More precisely, let as above X = A = Rn,
d = d′ be the Euclidean metric, µ = Ln and Q = n. Let Z = Y = Sn−1, dZ be the
Euclidean metric on Sn−1, ν = σn−1, thus S = n − 1. For e ∈ Sn−1 and a ∈ Rn let
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Fe(a) = Ie(a) be a copy of K rotated and translated so that it is contained in the seg-
ment with direction e, midpoint a (and length diamEK). Since Fe(a) is s-regular, there
exists a measure µe,a such that µe,a(Fe(a)) = 1 and rs/C ≤ µe,a(Fe(a)∩BE(x, r)) ≤ Crs
for every x ∈ Fe(a) and 0 < r < diamEK (here C does not depend on e since the Fe(a)’s
are all copies of the same set).
We say that a set F ⊂ Rn is a K-Furstenberg set if for every e ∈ Sn−1 there exists
a ∈ Rn such that Fe(a) ⊂ F . We will prove the following.
Theorem 12.2. Let K ⊂ R be an s-regular compact set and let F ⊂ Rn be a K-
Furstenberg set.
i) If n ≤ 8, then dimF ≥ 2s+ n−2
2
.
ii) If n ≥ 9, then
dimF ≥ max
{
2s+
n− 2
2
, s
4n+ 3
7
}
.
In particular, it is ≥ 2s+ n−2
2
for s ≤ 7(n−2)
2(4n−11) and it is ≥ s4n+37 when s > 7(n−2)2(4n−11) .
To prove the Theorem, we will show that a modified version of Axiom 1 holds and
that all the other Axioms are satisfied. Going through the proofs of Lemma 6.1 and
Theorem 6.2, one can see that they can easily be modified to handle this case and we
will see what dimension estimate they give.
Axiom 1: If T δe (a) is the δ neighbourhood of Fe(a) then Ln(T δe (a)) ≈ δn−s. Indeed,
we need essentially δ−s balls of radius δ to cover T δe (a). On the other hand, if A ⊂ T δe (a)
then Ln(T δe (a)∩A) . (diamE(A))sδn−s. Thus T = n−s, even if we do not have exactly
Axiom 1 but a modified version of it.
Axiom 2: By Remark 3.7 Axiom 2 holds with θ = 0 and K = 1 (K ′ is a constant
depending only on n and s) since µe,a(Fe(a) ∩ BE(x, r)) ≈ rs for every x ∈ Fe(a) and
thus θ = Q− s− T = n− s− (n− s) = 0.
Axiom 3: Since T δe (a) is contained in the δ neighbourhood of the segment con-
taining Fe(a) (that is, in one of the usual Euclidean tubes), Axiom 3 holds.
Axiom 4: To see that Axiom 4 holds, write the points of Fe(a) as p = σe(x) + a,
where x ∈ K ⊂ x1-axis and σe is the rotation that maps (1, 0, . . . , 0) to e. Suppose
that |e − e′| ≤ δ and q ∈ T δe (a). Then there exists p = σe(x) + a ∈ Fe(a) such that
|q − p| ≤ δ. On the other hand,
|σe(x)− σe′(x)| ≤ Cδ,
where C is a constant depending on n, diamEK and the distance from K to the origin.
Thus if we let p′ = σe′(x) + a we have p′ ∈ Fe′(a) and
|q − p′| ≤ |q − p|+ |p− p′| ≤ (1 + C)δ.
It follows that q ∈ T˜ (1+C)δe′ (a), which is the (1 + C)δ neighbourhood of Fe′(a) (here we
do not need to take longer tubes). Thus Axiom 4 holds with W = 1 +C. Observe that
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Axiom 4 does not necessarily hold if we only know that Fe(a) is s-regular but we do
not assume that the Fe(a)’s are (rotated and translated) copies of the same set.
Axiom 5: Let us now see that Axiom 5 holds with λ = 1 and α = n− 2.
Lemma 12.3. Let 0 < δ, β, γ < 1 and let T = T˜ (1+C)δe (a), Tj = T˜
(1+C)δ
ej (aj), j =
1, . . . , N , such that T ∩ Tj 6= ∅, |ej − e| ≥ β/8, |ej − ek| > δ for every j 6= k. Then for
all j = 1, . . . , N ,
#Ij = #{i : |ei − ej| ≤ β, Ti ∩ Tj 6= ∅, dE(Ti ∩ Tj, Tj ∩ T ) ≥ γ}
. βδ−1γ2−n. (68)
Proof. We may assume that δ is much smaller than γ. Indeed, if δ & γ then #{i :
|ei − ej| ≤ β} . βn−1δ1−n . βδ−1γ2−n since ei, ej are δ separated. Thus (68) holds.
Observe that each tube Tj, T is contained in one (and only one) Euclidean tube
(the (1 + C)δ neighbourhood of a segment of length diamE(K)), thus counting how
many tubes Ti we can have will be the same as counting how many such Euclidean
tubes there can be.
To see this, let IE be the segment of length diamE(K) (direction e and midpoint a)
containing Fe(a) and let TE be its (1 + C)δ neighbourhood. Then T ⊂ TE. Similarly,
let Tj ⊂ TEj and for i ∈ Ij let Ti ⊂ TEi . Then we have the usual Euclidean tubes TE,
TEj , TEi that satisfy |e− ej| ≥ β/8, |e− ei| ≥ β/8, δ < |ei − ej| ≤ β, TEj intersects TE
and TEi intersects both TE and TEj . Moreover, dE(TE ∩ TEj , TEj ∩ TEi ) ≥ γ/2. Indeed,
dE(T
E ∩ TEj , TEj ∩ TEi ) ≥dE(Ti ∩ Tj, Tj ∩ T )
− diamE(TEi ∩ TEj )− diamE(TE ∩ TEj ). (69)
By the diameter estimate for Euclidean tubes we have
diamE(TEi ∩ TEj ) ≤
bδ
|ei − ej| , (70)
where b is a constant depending only on n. We can assume that β > C δ
γ
and |ei−ej| >
C δ
γ
for some sufficiently big constant C = Cn. Indeed, if β ≤ C δγ then since the points
are δ-separated we have
# {i : |ei − ej| ≤ β} ≤ C˜0
c˜0
βn−1δ1−n =
C˜0
c˜0
ββn−2δ1−n
≤ C˜0
c˜0
βCn−2
δn−2
γn−2
δ1−n =
C˜0
c˜0
Cn−2βγ2−nδ−1,
hence we would have the desired estimate (the constants C˜0 and c˜0 are those appearing
in (2)). Similarly we have
#
{
i : |ei − ej| ≤ C δ
γ
}
≤ C˜0
c˜0
Cn−1δn−1γ1−nδ1−n =
C˜0
c˜0
Cn−2C
δ
γ
γ2−nδ−1
<
C˜0
c˜0
Cn−2βγ2−nδ−1,
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where we used β > C δ
γ
. Thus we have by (70)
diamE(TEi ∩ TEj ) ≤
bδ
|ei − ej| <
b
C
γ.
Similarly, since |e− ej| ≥ β8 > C δ8γ , we have
diamE(TE ∩ TEj ) ≤
bδ
|e− ej| <
8bγ
C
.
It follows from (69) that dE(TE ∩ TEj , TEj ∩ TEi ) ≥ γ(1− 9b/C). If we choose C > 18b,
then we have dE(TE ∩ TEj , TEj ∩ TEi ) ≥ γ/2. Thus by Axiom 5 for the Euclidean tubes
we have
#{i : |ei − ej| ≤ β, TEi ∩ TEj 6= ∅, dE(TEi ∩ TEj , TEj ∩ TE) ≥ γ/2}
. βδ−1γ2−n.
On the other hand, to each tube TEi corresponds only one tube Ti thus (68) follows.
Since the Axioms 2-5 are satisfied and we have a modified version of Axiom 1, we
can get the following result. Here fdδ is defined as in (9) by
fdδ (e) = sup
a∈Rn
1
Ln(T δe (a))
∫
T δe (a)
|f |dLn.
Theorem 12.4. Let 0 < δ < 1. Then for every f ∈ Ln−2+2ss (Rn) and every  > 0,
||fdδ ||Ln−2+2ss (Sn−1) ≤ Cn,s,δ
− s(n+2−4s)
2(n−2+2s)−||f ||
L
n−2+2s
s (Rn)
. (71)
Proof. This is obtained by modifying the proofs of Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 6.2.
Indeed, in the proof of Lemma 6.1 one needs to modify µ(Tj(l,m)) in (40) since
diamE(Tj(l,m)) . δ2m+l implies in this case (by the modified Axiom 1) that Ln(Tj(l,m)) .
2(m+l)sδsδn−s = 2(m+l)sδn. Moreover, diamE(Ti ∩ Tj) . δ2l implies Ln(Ti ∩ Tj) . 2lsδn.
Hence (41) becomes∫
Tj
 ∑
i∈I(k,j,l,m)
χTi
p−1 dLn . (#I(k, j, l,m)2lsδn)p−1(2(m+l)sδn)2−p
. 2l(p(1−n)+n+s−1)+m(p(2−n−s)+n+2s−2)δp(1−n)+2n−1
. δn−sδn−1+s−p(n−1)
when p ≥ n−2+2s
n−2+s ≥ n+s−1n−1 (since in this case the exponent of 2 is non positive). Thus
Lemma 6.1 has the following formulation. Let T1, . . . , TN be an (N, δ)-hairbrush. Then
for every  > 0 and every n−2+2s
n−2+s ≤ p ≤ 2,∫ ( N∑
j=1
χTj
)p
dLn . Cp,δn−sNδn−1+s−p(n−1)−. (72)
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In the proof of Theorem 6.2, using (72) with p = n−2+2s
n−2+s one gets a different estimate
for S(H,H) in (44), thus (45) becomes
S(H,H) . δ−#I(B)δn−1
(
2−k(n−1)δ
2n−4+6s−4sn
2s
N
)s/(n−2+s)
. (73)
Moreover, in (46) one needs to change µ(Ti∩Tj) since |ei−ej| ≈ 2−k implies diamE(Ti∩
Tj) . δ2k, thus by the modified Axiom 1 Ln(Ti ∩ Tj) . 2ksδsδn−s = 2ksδn. Hence
S(K,H) . #I(B)δn−1
(
N2ksδ
2n−4+6s−2sn
2s
)s/(n−2+s)
. (74)
Taking N = 2−
n
2
kδ−
n
2 , we get by (73)
S(H,H) . δ−#I(B)δn−1
(
2
(2−n)k
2 δ
2n−4+6s−3sn
2s
)s/(n−2+s)
, (75)
and by (74)
S(K,H) . #I(B)δn−1
(
2
(2s−n)k
2 δ
2n−4+6s−3sn
2s
)s/(n−2+s)
. (76)
Since n ≥ 2 ≥ 2s, the exponents of 2 in (75) and (76) are non positive, hence we obtain
∫ ( m∑
j=1
χTj
)(n−2+2s)/(n−2+s)
. mδn−1δ
2n−4+6s−3sn
2(n−2+s) ,
which implies (71) by Proposition 4.4 (this and Lemma 4.3 do not need to be modified
since they do not use the second part of Axiom 1).
It follows from Corollary 4.2 (this holds as usual since it does not use the second part
of Axiom 1) that the Hausdorff dimension of a K-Furstenberg set is ≥ 2s+ n−2
2
, which
improves the lower bound (2s−1)n+2
2
obtained in Section 12.1 for general Furstenberg
sets when n > 2. For n = 2 we get 2s, which is the known lower bound for general
Furstenberg sets in the plane. Moreover, the lower bound 2s + n−2
2
improves s4n+3
7
,
the best one found for general Furstenberg sets when n ≥ 9 (see Remark 12.1), when
s < 7(n−2)
2(4n−11) . Hence we proved Theorem 12.2.
Remark 12.2. In the plane for these special Furstenberg sets considered here the di-
mension can be s+ 1. Indeed, let K ⊂ x1-axis be a Cantor set of Hausdorff dimension
s and let F = K × [0, 1]. Then dimF = dimC + dim[0, 1] = s + 1 and F contains
essentially a copy of K in every line which makes an angle between 0 and pi/4 with the
x1-axis.
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13 Kakeya sets in Rn endowed with a metric homo-
geneous under non-isotropic dilations
We will now consider the usual Kakeya sets in Rn and find dimension estimates for
them with respect to the metric d defined in (77) (in which balls look like rectangular
boxes as in Figure 5).
Let X = Rn = Rm1 × · · · × Rms , where n ≥ 2, s > 1, mj ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , s − 1,
ms ≥ 1 and mj are integers, and let Q =
∑s
j=1 jmj. Observe that when mj = 0,
Rmj = {0} and it could be removed but it will be convenient for the notation to keep
it. Denote the points by p = (x1, . . . , xn) = [p1, . . . , ps], where xi ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , n,
and pj ∈ Rmj for every j = 1, . . . , s. Consider the following metric on Rn:
d(p, q) = max{|xi − yi|1/j :
j−1∑
k=1
mk + 1 ≤ i ≤
j∑
k=1
mk, j = 1, . . . , s}, (77)
where p = (x1, . . . , xn), q = (y1, . . . , yn). We assumed s > 1 because for s = 1 the
metric d is essentially the usual Euclidean metric in Rn.
Figure 5: A ball Bd(p, r) with r < 1 in R3 = R× R2
The metric d is homogeneous under the non-isotropic dilations
δλ(p) = [λp
1, λ2p2, . . . , λsps],
where λ > 0. Indeed,
d(δλ(p), δλ(q)) = λd(p, q).
Balls centred at the origin Bd(0, r) are rectangular boxes of the form
[−r, r]m1 × [−r2, r2]m2 × · · · × [−rs, rs]ms
and balls Bd(p, r) are obtained by translating by p the above boxes. Letting µ = Ln,
we have Ln(Bd(p, r)) = (2r)Q.
We will prove the following.
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Theorem 13.1. Let Rn = Rm1 × · · · × Rms be endowed with the metric d defined in
(77). Let K ⊂ Rn be a standard Kakeya set. We have the following:
(a) If m1 = n− 1, m2 = · · · = ms−1 = 0 and ms = 1, then
dimdK ≥ n+ 2s
2
for n ≤ 12,
dimdK ≥ 6
11
n− 6
11
+ s for n ≥ 13.
(78)
(b) Otherwise,
dimdK ≥ 6
11
Q+
5
11
s.
We will prove the Theorem by showing that the Axioms 1-4 are satisfied and in
the case (a) also Axiom 5, thus we can use Wolff’s method to obtain the first lower
bound in (78). Then in Remark 13.2 we will explain how to modify Katz and Tao’s
arithmetic argument to obtain the other lower bounds.
Let d′ = dE be the Euclidean metric. We will denote a Euclidean ball in Rn
by Bn(a, r) and a Euclidean ball in the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane by Bn−1(u, r). Let
Z = Y = Bn−1(0, r¯) be such that Ln−1(Bn−1(0, r¯)) ≤ 1 and let dZ = dn−1 be the
restriction of the metric d to Y , that is for u = (u1, . . . , un−1), v = (v1, . . . , vn−1) ∈ Y
dn−1(u, v) = max{{|ui − vi|1/j,
j−1∑
k=1
mk + 1 ≤ i ≤
j∑
k=1
mk, j = 1, . . . , s− 1},
|um1+···+ms−1+1 − vm1+···+ms−1+1|1/s, . . . , |um1+···+ms−1 − vm1+···+ms−1|1/s}.
Note that if ms = 1 we do not have the terms with power 1/s. Letting ν = Ln−1, we
have ν(Bdn−1(u, r)) ≈ rQ−s, thus S = Q− s. For p, q ∈ Rn, we have
d(p, q) = max{dn−1((x1, . . . , xn−1), (y1, . . . , yn−1)), |xn − yn|1/s}.
For u = (u1, . . . , un−1) ∈ Bn−1(0, r¯) we consider the unit segment
Fu = Iu = {t(u, 1) : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1√|u|2 + 1},
where | · | denotes the Euclidean norm, and for 0 < δ < 1 we define a tube with central
segment Iu and radius δ with respect to dn−1,
T δu = {p = (x1, . . . , xn) : 0 ≤ xn ≤
1√|u|2 + 1 ,
dn−1((x1, . . . , xn−1), xnu) ≤ δ}.
(79)
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For a ∈ A = Rn denote by Fu(a) = Iu(a) the unit segment starting from a
Iu(a) = {t(u, 1) + a : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1√|u|2 + 1} (80)
and by T δu(a) the corresponding tube
T δu(a) = {p = (x1, . . . , xn) : 0 ≤ xn − an ≤
1√|u|2 + 1 ,
dn−1((x1, . . . , xn−1), (xn − an)u+ (a1, . . . , an−1)) ≤ δ}.
(81)
Then T δu(a) = T δu + a. We define I˜u(a) as
I˜u(a) = {t(u, 1) + a : 0 ≤ t ≤ 2√|u|2 + 1},
which is a segment of (Euclidean) length 2 containing Iu(a), and T˜ 2δu (a) as
T˜ 2δu (a) = {p = (x1, . . . , xn) : 0 ≤ xn − an ≤
2√|u|2 + 1 ,
dn−1((x1, . . . , xn−1), (xn − an)u+ (a1, . . . , an−1)) ≤ 2δ}.
(82)
Recall that a Kakeya set in Rn is a set K ⊂ Rn such that Ln(K) = 0 and for every
e ∈ Sn−1 there exists b ∈ Rn such that the unit segment {te+b, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} is contained
in K. In particular, for every u ∈ Bn−1(0, r¯) there exists a ∈ Rn such that Iu(a) ⊂ K.
Remark 13.1. Observe that T δu is not exactly the δ neighbourhood of Iu as in (6).
Indeed, it is contained in it since if p ∈ T δu then d(p, Iu) ≤ δ but not vice versa.
Nevertheless, the δ neighbourhood of Iu is contained in T l,2δu , where
T l,2δu = {p = (x1, . . . , xn) : −δs ≤ xn ≤
1√|u|2 + 1 + δs, dn−1((x1, . . . , xn−1), xnu) ≤ 2δ}.
Indeed, if p = (x1, . . . , xn) is in the δ neighbourhood of Iu then
inf
t∈
[
0, 1√
1+|u|2
] max{dn−1((x1, . . . , xn−1), tu), |xn − t|1/s} < δ.
Thus −δs ≤ xn ≤ 1√
1+|u|2 + δ
s. Moreover, for every t ∈ [0, 1√
1+|u|2 ],
dn−1((x1, . . . , xn−1), xnu) ≤ dn−1((x1, . . . , xn−1), tu) + dn−1(tu, xnu)
≤ dn−1((x1, . . . , xn−1), tu) + |xn − t|1/s.
Taking the infimum over t, we have dn−1((x1, . . . , xn−1), xnu) ≤ 2δ, that is p ∈ T l,2δu .
The tube T l,2δu is not contained in T˜ 2δu (a) since the points p = (x1, . . . , xn) with −δs ≤
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xn < 0 are not in T˜ 2δu (a). See Figure 6 for a visual example of the comparison between
a tube T δu(a) and T l,2δu (a). We could work with the tubes T l,2δu instead of T˜ 2δu since the
same results would hold, but we will use the latter ones for simplicity.
Figure 6: Tubes T δu(a) and T l,2δu (a) in R3 = R× R× R
Axiom 1: Observe that we consider only segments Iu(a) that make an angle ≥ pi/4
with the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane thus the volume of the tubes T δu(a) and T˜ 2δu (a) is
essentially δQ−s. Moreover, if A ⊂ T˜ 2δu (a) then Ln(A) . diamE(A)δQ−s. Thus Axiom
1 is satisfied with T = S = Q− s.
Axiom 2: We now show that Axiom 2 is satisfied with θ = 0. Let a, x ∈ Rn,
u ∈ Bn−1(0, r¯), x ∈ Iu(a), δ ≤ r ≤ 2δ be such that
H1E(Iu(a) ∩Bd(x, r)) = M.
Then for p ∈ Iu(a)∩Bd(x, r) any segment starting from p, parallel to the x1, . . . , xn−1-
hyperplane and contained in T δu(a) is also contained in Bd(x, 2r). Thus for any segment
I parallel to Iu(a) and contained in T δu(a) we have H1E(I ∩ Bd(x, 2r)) ≥ M . It follows
by Fubini’s theorem that
Ln(T δu(a) ∩Bd(x, 2r)) &MLn(T δu(a)).
Axiom 3: The following lemma shows that Axiom 3 holds.
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Lemma 13.2. For any u, v ∈ Y and any a, a′ ∈ Rn
diamE(T˜ 2δu (a) ∩ T˜ 2δv (a′)) ≤ b
δ
dn−1(u, v)
, (83)
where b > 0 is a constant depending only on n.
Proof. It is enough to estimate diamE(T˜ 2δu ∩ T˜ 2δv ) (that is, we can assume a = a′ = 0).
Let p, q ∈ T˜ 2δu ∩ T˜ 2δv . Since we want to estimate sup |p − q|, we can assume that
p = (x1, . . . , xn−1, 0) and q = (y1, . . . , yn) with yn > 0. We have by (79)
dn−1(ynu, ynv) ≤ dn−1(ynu, (y1, . . . , yn−1)) + dn−1((y1, . . . , yn−1), ynv) ≤ 4δ.
On the other hand since yn ≤ 2 (thus yn/2 ≤ 1),
dn−1(ynu, ynv) ≥ dn−1
(yn
2
u,
yn
2
v
)
≥ yn
2
dn−1(u, v),
hence
yn ≤ 8δ
dn−1(u, v)
. (84)
Thus
|p− q|2 = (x1 − y1)2 + · · ·+ (xm1 − ym1)2 + (xm1+1 − ym1+1)2 + · · ·+ y2n =
= (x1 − ynu1 + ynu1 − y1)2 + · · ·+ (xm1 − ynum1 + ynum1 − ym1)2+
+ (xm1+1 − ynum1+1 + ynum1+1 − ym1+1)2 + · · ·+ y2n ≤
≤ 3(x21 + y2nu21 + (ynu1 − y1)2) + · · ·+ 3(x2m1 + y2nu2m1 + (ynum1 − ym1)2)+
+ 3(x2m1+1 + y
2
nu
2
m1+1
+ (ynum1+1 − ym1+1)2) + · · ·+ y2n ≤
≤ 3(8δ2 + y2n) + · · ·+ 3(8δ2 + y2n) + 3(32δ4 + y2n) + · · ·+ y2n,
where we used (79) (p, q ∈ T˜ 2δu , xn = 0) and |u| ≤ 1. Then by (84) we get (83).
Axiom 4: To see that Axiom 4 is satisfied, let u, v ∈ Y , u ∈ Bdn−1(v, δ). We want to
show that T δu ⊂ T˜ 2δv . Let p = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ T δu . Then 0 ≤ xn ≤ 1√|u|2+1 ≤ 1 ≤
2√
|v|2+1 .
Moreover, since dn−1((x1, . . . , xn−1), xnu) ≤ δ, we have by triangle inequality
dn−1((x1, . . . , xn−1), xnv) ≤ dn−1((x1, . . . , xn−1), xnu) + dn−1(xnu, xnv)
≤ δ + dn−1(u, v) ≤ 2δ.
Thus p ∈ T˜ 2δv by (82).
Hence all the axioms 1 − 4 are satisfied. We obtain by Theorem 5.1 (Bourgain’s
method) the lower bound 2Q−S
2
= Q+s
2
for the Hausdorff dimension with respect to d
of any Kakeya set in Rn. Moreover, we have a weak type inequality
Ln−1({u ∈ Y : (χE)dδ(u) > λ}) ≤ Cλ−(Q−s+2)/2δ−(Q−s)/2Ln(E)
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for every Lebesgue measurable set E ⊂ Rn and for any λ > 0, 0 < δ < 1. As we have
seen, this implies an Lp → Lq inequality for any 1 < p < Q−s+2
2
and q = p(Q−s)
2(p−1) .
Axiom 5: Observe that when θ = 0, λ is the only one of λ, α, β that appears in
the dimension estimate 2Q−S−λ+2
2
implied by Theorem 6.2. We will see in the following
example that in general we cannot have anything better than λ = Q− s− n+ 2.
Example 13.1. For any n ≥ 3, let s ≥ 2, m1 = n − 2, m2 = · · · = ms−1 = 0, ms = 2,
thus Q = n− 2 + 2s and Rn = Rn−2 × {0} × · · · × {0} ×R2. Then Q− s− n+ 2 = s.
Fix some 0 < β, γ, δ < 1, δ ≤ β, and suppose that u = [0, 0], T = T˜ 2δ0 and u1 =
[0, βs/8s] (thus dn−1(u, u1) = β/8), T1 = T˜ 2δu1 .
Let also u2, . . . , uL, uL+1, . . . , uN be such that for i = 2, . . . , L + 1, ui = [0, uin−1],
βs/8s ≤ uin−1 ≤ (8s + 1)βs/8s (so that dn−1(ui, u) ≥ β/8 and dn−1(ui, u1) ≤ β) and
|uin−1−uln−1| > δs for l 6= i ∈ {1, . . . , L+1} (that is, dn−1(ui, ul) > δ), where L ≈ βsδ−s.
Moreover, fix some point p ∈ I˜u1 such that |p| > γ + 4δ and assume that for i =
2, . . . , L+ 1 the points ai are given so that I˜u1 ∩ I˜ui(ai) = {p} and I˜ui(ai) ∩ T 6= ∅.
Then
#{i : dn−1(ui, u1) ≤ β, Ti ∩ T1 6= ∅, dE(Ti ∩ T1, T1 ∩ T ) ≥ γ}
≥ #{i : ui = [0, uin−1], β2/2s ≤ uin−1 ≤ (1 + 2s)βs/2s, I˜ui(ai) ∩ I˜u1 = {p}}
= L ≈ βsδ−s.
Hence in this case the exponent λ of δ in Axiom 5 is at least s.
Thus the best lower bound that we could get by Theorem 6.2 (Wolff’s argument)
is n+2s
2
, which improves the estimate Q+s
2
found using Bourgain’s method only when
m1 = n − 1, m2 = m3 = · · · = ms−1 = 0 and ms = 1, which is case (a) in Theorem
13.1. In this case the tubes are essentially Euclidean since dn−1 is equivalent to the
Euclidean metric in Rn−1. Thus Axiom 5 holds with λ = 1 = Q − s − n + 2 and
α = n− 2, giving the lower bound n+2s
2
.
Remark 13.2. (Completing the proof of Theorem 13.1) The arithmetic method intro-
duced by Bourgain in [6] and developed by Katz and Tao in [13] can be modified almost
straightforwardly to this case to obtain the lower bound 6
11
Q + 5
11
s for the Hausdorff
dimension of Kakeya sets with respect to d. This will complete the proof of Theorem
13.1 since it improves the estimate Q+s
2
found with Bourgain’s method and in case
(a) of the theorem the lower bound 6
11
n− 6
11
+ s improves the one found with Wolff’s
method in high dimension (n ≥ 13).
We will show here only the proof for the lower Minkowski dimension (see Theorem
23.7 in [17] for the Euclidean case). This can be extended to the Hausdorff dimension
using a deep number theoretic result and we will just mention what we would need to
modify to adapt the Euclidean proof to our situation. We first recall the definition of
lower Minkowski dimension with respect to the metric d. Let A ⊂ Rn be bounded and
let A(δ)d = {p ∈ Rn : d(p,A) < δ} be its δ neighbourhood with respect to d. Then we
can define
dimM,dA = inf{t > 0 : lim inf
δ→0
δt−QLn(A(δ)d) = 0}.
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Recall that dimM,dK ≥ dimdK.
We will prove the Minkowksi dimension lower bound following the Euclidean proof
with some minor changes.
Theorem 13.3. The lower Minkowski dimension with respect to d of any bounded Kakeya
set K ⊂ Rn is ≥ 6
11
Q+ 5
11
s.
Proof. We can reduce to have a set K ⊂ Rn such that for every u ∈ Bn−1(0, r¯) there
exists a ∈ [0, 1]n−1 ⊂ x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane such that
Iu(a) = {t(u, 1) + a : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} ⊂ K.
We consider here for convenience these longer segments than those considered in (80)
even if we could use also those. Suppose by contradiction that dimM,dK < cQ+(1−c)s
for some c < 6/11. By definition of Minkowski dimension this means that for some
arbitrarily small δ we have
Ln(K(2δ)d) ≤ δ(1−c)(Q−s).
Using this we have by Chebyshev’s inequality and Fubini’s theorem
L1({t ∈ [0, 1] : Ln−1(K(2δ)d ∩ {xn = t}) > 100δ(1−c)(Q−s)})
≤
∫ 1
0
Ln−1(K(2δ)d ∩ {xn = t})dt
100δ(1−c)(Q−s)
=
Ln(K(2δ)d)
100δ(1−c)(Q−s)
≤ 1
100
.
Thus the measure of the complement of this set is > 99/100, which implies that we
can find
t¯, t¯+ d, t¯+ 2d ∈ {t ∈ [0, 1] : Ln−1(K(2δ)d ∩ {xn = t}) ≤ 100δ(1−c)(Q−s)}
for some d ≤ 1/2. We can assume that t¯ = 0 and d = 1/2 so the numbers are 0, 1/2
and 1. Letting now for t ∈ [0, 1],
K[t] = {i ∈ δZm1 × · · · × δsZms−1 : (i, t) ∈ K(δ)d}, (85)
we have that the balls Bd((i, t), δ/3), i ∈ K[t], are disjoint and contained in K(2δ)d.
Thus we have
Ln−1
 ⋃
i∈K[t]
Bd
(
(i, t),
δ
3
)
∩ {xn = t}
 ≤ Ln−1(K(2δ)d ∩ {xn = t}),
which implies for t = 0, 1/2 and 1,
#K[t]δQ−s . δ(1−c)(Q−s).
Hence
#K[0],#K[1/2],#K[1] . δc(s−Q).
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Let now
G = {(p, q) ∈ K[0]×K[1] : (p, 0), (q, 1) ∈ T δu(a) ⊂ K(δ)d for some u, a}.
For (p, q) ∈ G, we have that (p, 0), (q, 1) ∈ T δu(a), which implies that ((p+ q)/2, 1/2) ∈
T δu(a) ⊂ K(δ)d. Since (p + q)/2 ∈ (δZm1 × · · · × δsZms−1)/2, it follows that the
cardinality of {p+ q : (p, q) ∈ G} is bounded by that of K[1/2]. Hence
#{p+ q ∈ G : (p, q) ∈ G} . δc(s−Q).
On the other hand, there are essentially δs−Q tubes T δu(a) inK(δ)d that are δ-separated,
each of them contains points (p, 0) and (q, 1) for some (p, q) ∈ G and p − q give their
directions, thus
#{p− q ∈ G : (p, q) ∈ G} & δs−Q.
This gives a contradiction with the following combinatorial proposition (see Proposition
23.8 in [17]).
Proposition 13.4. Let A and B be finite subsets of a free Abelian group such that #A ≤
N and #B ≤ N . Suppose that G ⊂ A×B is such that
#{x+ y ∈ G : (x, y) ∈ G} ≤ N.
then
#{x− y ∈ G : (x, y) ∈ G} ≤ N11/6.
As can be seen, this proof relies on the arithmetic structure of Rn, thus it cannot
be generalized to a metric space X as considered in our axiomatic setting.
The proof of the lower bound for the Hausdorff dimension relies on a deep result
in number theory proved by Heath-Brown, which gives a sufficient condition for a set
of natural numbers to contain an arithmetic progression of length 3 (see Proposition
23.10 in [17]).
In the proof for the Hausdorff dimension of the classical Kakeya sets (see Theorem
23.11 in [17]) instead of looking at intersections with hyperplanes {xn = t} one considers
the following sets. For certain small enough 0 < η < 1 and δ one defines
Aj,i = {x ∈ Rn : jδ + iNδ ≤ xn < jδ + iNδ + δ}
for i = 0, . . . ,M and j = 0, . . . , N − 1, where N,M are integers such that N ≤ δη−1 <
N + 1, MNδ > 1 and M ≈ δ−η. Then one finds two points ae, be in δZn belonging
to Aj,i for two different i and to the nδ neighbourhood of a segment (contained in the
Kakeya set) such that also (ae + be)/2 belongs to the nδ neighbourhood of the same
segment. In the case of (Rn, d) we need to replace Aj,i by
{x ∈ Rn : jδs + iNδs ≤ xn < jδs + iNδs + δs}
with M,N such that N ≤ δη−s < N + 1, MNδs > 1 and M ≈ δ−η. Moreover δZn is
replaced by δZm1 × · · · × δsZms , similarly to what was done in (85).
The proof of Theorem 13.1 can then be concluded arguing as in Theorem 23.11
in [17].
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14 Bounded Kakeya sets and a modification of them
in Carnot groups of step 2
We now consider both bounded Euclidean Kakeya sets in a Carnot group of step 2
and a bit modified Kakeya sets (which we will call LT-Kakeya sets, where LT stands for
left translation), that is sets containing a left translation of every segment through the
origin with direction close to the xn-axis. We will see that when the second layer of the
group has dimension 1 we can obtain lower bounds for their Hausdorff dimension with
respect to a left invariant and one-homogeneous metric using the axiomatic setting,
whereas if the dimension is > 1 we cannot.
We recall here briefly some facts about Carnot groups that will be useful later
(see for example [3] for more information). Let G be a Carnot group of step s and
homogeneous dimension Q =
∑s
j=1 jmj, where mj = dimVj and g = V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vs
is a stratification of the Lie algebra g of G such that [V1, Vi] = Vi+1, Vs 6= {0} and
Vj = {0} if j > s (here [V1, Vi] is the subspace of g generated by the commutators
[X, Y ] with X ∈ V1, Y ∈ Vi). Via exponential coordinates, we can identify G with
Rn, n = m1 + · · · + ms, and denote the points by p = (x1, . . . , xn) = [p1, . . . , ps] with
pi ∈ Rmi . There are two important families of automorphisms of G, which are the left
translations
τp(q) = p · q,
where · denotes the group product, and the dilations defined for λ > 0 as
δλ(p) = [λp
1, λ2p2, . . . , λsps].
One can define the Carnot-Carathéodory distance dCC on G as follows. Fix a left
invariant inner product 〈·, ·〉G on V1 and let X1, . . . , Xm1 be an orthonormal basis for
V1. An absolutely continuous curve γ : [0, 1] → G is called horizontal if its derivative
γ′ lies in V1 almost everywhere. The horizontal length of γ is
LengthCC(γ) =
∫ 1
0
〈γ′(t), γ′(t)〉1/2G dt.
The Carnot-Carathéodory distance is defined for any p, q ∈ G as
dCC(p, q) = inf{LengthCC(γ) : γ horizontal curve, γ(0) = p, γ(1) = q}.
It is left invariant, that is
dCC(p · q, p · q′) = dCC(q, q′),
and one-homogeneous with respect to the dilations:
dCC(δλ(p), δλ(q)) = λdCC(p, q).
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If BCC(p, r) denotes a ball in G with respect to dCC , then by the Ball-Box theorem
(see [19], Theorem 2.10) there exists a constant C > 0 such that
BoxCC(p, r/C) ⊂ BCC(p, r) ⊂ BoxCC(p, Cr) (86)
for every r > 0, where BoxCC(0, r) = Bd(0, r) = [−r, r]m1 × · · · × [−rs, rs]ms and
BoxCC(p, r) = τp(BoxCC(0, r)) = p ·BoxCC(0, r) (here d is the metric defined earlier in
(77)).
We call a metric homogeneous if it is left invariant and one-homogeneous under the
dilations of the group. Such a metric is equivalent to the Carnot-Carathéodory one
(see Corollary 5.1.5 in [3], where it is shown that any two homogeneous metrics are
equivalent).
We now define LT-Kakeya sets in Carnot groups of step two and see if we can find
lower bounds for their Hausdorff dimension with respect to a homogeneous metric. We
will then consider the classical bounded Kakeya sets.
Let G be a Carnot group of step s = 2. We can identify G with Rn = Rm1 × Rm2 ,
denoting the points by p = [p1, p2] = (x1, . . . , xn) with pi ∈ Rmi . The group product
has the form (see Proposition 2.1 in [11] or Lemma 1.7.2 in [20])
p · q = [p1 + q1, p2 + q2 + P (p, q)], (87)
where P = (Pm1+1, . . . , Pn) and each Pj is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2 with
respect to the dilations of G, that is
Pj(δλp, δλq) = λ
2Pj(p, q)
for every p, q ∈ G. Moreover for every j = m1 + 1, . . . , n and every p, q ∈ G,
Pj(p, 0) = Pj(0, q) = 0, Pj(p,−p) = Pj(p, p) = 0
and
Pj(p, q) = Pj(p
1, q1).
It follows that each Pj has the form (see Lemma 1.7.2 in [20])
Pj(p, q) =
∑
1≤l<i≤m1
bjl,i(xlyi − xiyl),
for some bjl,i ∈ R, where p = (x1, . . . , xn), q = (y1, . . . , yn). We will work with the
following metric, which is equivalent to the Carnot-Carathéodory metric:
d∞(p, q) = d∞(q−1 · p, 0), (88)
where
d∞(p, 0) = max{|p1|Rm1 , |p2|1/2Rm2}. (89)
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Here  ∈ (0, 1) is a suitable constant depending on the group structure (see Section 2.1
and Theorem 5.1 in [11]). The metric d∞ is left invariant and one-homogeneous with
respect to the dilations. Moreover, the following relations between the metric d∞ and
the Euclidean metric dE holds, since they hold for any homogeneous metric on G (see
Proposition 5.15.1 in [3]).Here and in the following Bn(0, R) denotes the Euclidean ball
in Rn with center 0 and radius R.
Lemma 14.1. Let R > 0. Then there exists a constant CR > 0 such that for every
p, q ∈ Bn(0, R)
1
CR
dE(p, q) ≤ d∞(p, q) ≤ CRdE(p, q)1/2.
The Lebesgue measure Ln is the Haar measure of the group G. Letting X = G, d =
d∞ and µ = Ln, we have µ(B∞(p, r)) ≈ rQ, where Q = m1 + 2m2 is the homogeneous
dimension and B∞(p, r) = Bd∞(p, r). Observe that the Hausdorff dimension of G with
respect to d∞ (and with respect to any homogeneous metric) is Q. Moreover, for any
set A ⊂ G we have dimGA ≥ dimE A, where dimG denotes the Hausdorff dimension
with respect to any homogeneous metric and dimE the Euclidean Hausdorff dimension.
We let d′ = dE be the Euclidean metric on G.
As in the previous section, we denote by Bn−1(0, 1) the Euclidean unit ball in the
x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane. For u = (u1, . . . , un−1) ∈ Bn−1(0, 1) we consider the segment
(of unit length with respect to d′) starting from the origin
Iu = {t(u, 1) : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1√|u|2 + 1} (90)
and for 0 < δ < 1 we define a tube with central segment Iu and radius δ with respect
to d∞ by
T δu = {p : d∞(p, Iu) ≤ δ}. (91)
Let R > 0 and for a = [a1, a2] ∈ Bn(0, R) (which will be our set of parameters A) let
Fu(a) = Iu(a) = τa(Iu) = {[a1 + tu1, a2 + t(u2, 1) + tP (a1, u1)] : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1√|u|2 + 1},
where u = [u1, u2], u2 ∈ Rm2−1, and the corresponding tube
T δu(a) = {p : d∞(p, Iu(a)) ≤ δ} = {a · p : p ∈ T δu} = τa(T δu). (92)
We let µu,a = H1E
∣∣
Iu(a)
. Let Z = Y = Bn−1(0, rR) ⊂ Bn−1(0, 1), where
rR < min
{
1,
1
2CR,n
}
, (93)
and
CR,n = R
√
m2m1(m1 − 1) max
m1+1≤j≤n
max
1≤l<i≤m1
(bjl,i)
2. (94)
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Observe that CR,n depends also on the group structure, that is in this case on the
coefficients bjl,i of the polynomials Pj. Here and in the following we do not write for
brevity the dependence of constants on the group structure, that is also on  that
appears in the definition (89) of the metric d∞.
Let ν = Hn−1E
∣∣
Y
. We will see that for Axiom 3 to hold we need to take dZ to be
essentially the Euclidean metric on Y .
Remark 14.1. Observe that H1E(Iu) = 1, whereas the Euclidean length of Iu(a) varies
with a. Anyway,
√
1− 2CR,nrR ≤ H1E(Iu(a)) ≤
√
2 + 2C2R,nr
2
R, where 1− 2CR,nrR > 0
since rR < 1/(2CR,n). Indeed, Iu(a) is a segment with starting point a and endpoint
q =
[
a1 +
u1√|u|2 + 1 , a2 + 1√|u|2 + 1((u2, 1) + P (a1, u1))
]
.
Thus
|a− q|2 = 1|u|2 + 1(|u
1|2 + |(u2, 1) + P (a1, u1)|2).
We have
|P (a1, u1)|2 =
n∑
j=m1+1
Pj(a
1, u1)2
=
n∑
j=m1+1
( ∑
1≤l<i≤m1
bjl,i(alui − aiul)
)2
=
n∑
j=m1+1
( ∑
1≤l<i≤m1
bjl,i〈(al,−ai), (ui, ul)〉
)2
(95)
≤ m2m1(m1 − 1) max
m1+1≤j≤n
max
1≤l<i≤m1
(bjl,i)
2|a|2|u|2
≤ C2R,n|u|2,
where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the scalar product and we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
Hence
|a− q|2 ≤ 2|u|2 + 1(|u
1|2 + |u2|2 + 1 + |P (a1, u1)|2)
≤ 2 + 2 |P (a
1, u1)|2
|u|2 + 1
≤ 2 + 2C2R,n|u|2 ≤ 2 + 2C2R,nr2R
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and by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
|a− q|2 = 1|u|2 + 1(|u
1|2 + |u2|2 + 1 + |P (a1, u1)|2 + 2〈(u2, 1), P (a1, u1)〉)
≥ 1|u|2 + 1(|u
1|2 + |u2|2 + 1 + |P (a1, u1)|2 − 2|(u2, 1)||P (a1, u1)|)
≥ 1|u|2 + 1(|u
1|1 + |u2|2 + 1− 2
√
|u|2 + 1|P (a1, u1)|)
≥ 1− 2|P (a
1, u1)|√|u|2 + 1
≥ 1− 2CR,n|u| ≥ 1− 2CR,nrR.
We are now ready to define LT-Kakeya sets.
Definition 14.1. We say that a set K ⊂ G is a (bounded) LT-Kakeya set if for every
u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR) there exists a ∈ Bn(0, R) such that Iu(a) ⊂ K.
Remark 14.2. (LT-Kakeya sets can have measure zero)
LT-Kakeya sets are a natural variant of Kakeya sets in Carnot groups. Indeed, if
K ⊂ Rn is a classical bounded Kakeya set (say K ⊂ Bn(0, R)) then in particular for
every u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR) there exists a ∈ Bn(0, R) such that Iu + a ⊂ K. Hence Kakeya
sets contain a Euclidean translated of every segment Iu. On the other hand, LT-Kakeya
sets contain a left translated a · Iu = Iu(a) of every Iu. Note that all segments Iu + a
have the same direction as Iu, whereas the direction of Iu(a) depends also on a.
LT-Kakeya sets can have Lebesgue measure zero. Indeed, they can be obtained
as cartesian products K × Rm2 , where K is a bounded Kakeya set in Rm1 . If K ⊂
x1, . . . , xm1-plane is a bounded Kakeya set, then Lm1(K) = 0 and for every e ∈ Sm1−1
there exists p ∈ Bm1(0, R) such that {se+p : 0 ≤ s ≤ 1} ⊂ K, where Bm1(0, R) denotes
the ball with center 0 and radius R in the x1, . . . , xm1-plane. Let B = K ×Rm2 . Then
Ln(B) = 0. Moreover, for every u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR), u1 6= 0, there is e ∈ Sm1−1 such
that u1 = |u1|e, hence there exists p ∈ Bm1(0, R) such that {tu1 + p : 0 ≤ t ≤
1/|u1|} × Rm2 ⊂ B. In particular, for every q ∈ Rm2 , |q| ≤ R, we have {[tu1 + p, q +
t(u2, 1) + tP (p, u)] : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/|u1|} ⊂ B. This means that for every u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR)
there exists [p, q] ∈ Bn(0, R) such that Iu([p, q]) ⊂ B. Thus B is an LT-Kakeya set.
We will now consider separately two cases: I) m2 > 1, in which case in general the
axioms are not satisfied; II) m2 = 1, in which case they are. We will see that the same
holds also for the usual Kakeya sets, even if we will find for their Hausdorff dimension
different lower bounds in case II.
14.1 Case I: m2 > 1
We will see that in this case Axiom 1 holds (or more precisely, we show only the
first part of Axiom 1). For Axiom 3 to hold we cannot take anything better than dZ
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to be essentially the Euclidean metric on Y , but then Axiom 4 is not satisfied. We will
not actually need the result that Axiom 1 holds since we cannot use this axiomatic
method to prove any dimension estimate. On the other hand, the fact that the measure
of tubes is a fixed power of the radius is a very natural condition so we show anyway
that it is satisfied.
Axiom 1: We show that with the choice of rR made in (93) for every u ∈
Bn−1(0, rR) and every a ∈ Bn(0, R) we have Ln(T δu(a)) ≈ δQ−2. Since Ln is the
Haar measure of the group, we have Ln(T δu(a)) = Ln(τa(T δu)) = Ln(T δu) for every
a ∈ Bn(0, R) so it is enough to show that Ln(T δu) ≈ δQ−2. This follows from the
following lemma.
Lemma 14.2. There exist two constants 0 < c < 1 < C (depending only on n,
R) such that for every u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR) there exist N points pj, j = 1, . . . , N , with
δ−2/
√
2 ≤ N ≤ 2δ−2, such that
N⋃
j=1
B∞(pj, cδ) ⊂ T δu ⊂
N⋃
j=1
B∞(pj, Cδ)
and the balls B∞(pj, cδ) are pairwise disjoint.
Observe that this implies that Ln(T δu) ≈ δQ−2 since
Ln(T δu) ≤
N∑
j=1
Ln(B∞(pj, Cδ)) ≈ N(Cδ)Q ≈ δQ−2
and
Ln(T δu) ≥
N∑
j=1
Ln(B∞(pj, cδ)) ≈ N(cδ)Q ≈ δQ−2.
Proof. Let t1 = 0, t2 = δ2, . . . , tj = tj−1 + δ2 = (j − 1)δ2, where j = 1, . . . N and
(N − 1)δ2 ≤ 1√
1+|u|2 ≤ Nδ
2 (then δ−2/
√
2 ≤ N ≤ 2δ−2). Let pj = tj(u, 1) ∈ Iu.
First observe that for any 0 < c < 1 we have B∞(pj, cδ) ⊂ T δu since pj ∈ Iu. Now
we want to find c small enough such that the balls B∞(pj, cδ) are pairwise disjoint. It
suffices to show that B∞(pj, cδ) ∩ B∞(pj+1, cδ) = ∅ for every j = 1, . . . , N − 1. Let
q = [q1, q2] ∈ B∞(tj(u, 1), cδ), which means that
max{|q1 − tju1|, |q2 − tj(u2, 1)− P (tju1, q1)|1/2} ≤ cδ. (96)
Observe that
|q2 − tj+1(u2, 1)− P (tj+1u1, q1)|
=|q2 − (tj + δ2)(u2, 1)− P ((tj + δ2)u1, q1)|
≥|(tj + δ2)(u2, 1) + P ((tj + δ2)u1, q1)− tj(u2, 1)− P (tju1, q1)|
− |q2 − tj(u2, 1)− P (tju1, q1)|
=|δ2(u2, 1) + δ2P (u1, q1)| − |q2 − tj(u2, 1)− P (tju1, q1)|.
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We have |q2 − tj(u2, 1)− P (tju1, q1)| ≤ c2δ2/2 by (96) and
δ2|(u2, 1) + P (u1, q1)| ≥ δ2(|(u2, 1)| − |P (u1, q1)|),
|(u2, 1)| ≥ 1,
|P (u1, q1)| =
√√√√ n∑
k=m1+1
Pk(u1, q1)2 ≤ CR,n|u| ≤ CR,nrR
by the same calculation as in (95). Hence
|q2 − tj+1(u2, 1)− P (tj+1u1, q1)|
≥ δ2(1− CR,nrR)− c
2δ2
2
.
We can choose 0 < c < 
√
1−CR,nrR
2
(where 1 − CR,nrR > 0 since rR < 1/(2CR,n)).
Then we have
|q2 − tj+1(u2, 1)− P (tj+1u1, q1)|1/2 > cδ,
which means
d∞(q, tj+1(u, 1)) = max{|q1 − tj+1u1|, |q2 − tj+1(u2, 1)− P (tj+1u1, q1)|1/2} > cδ,
thus q /∈ B∞(tj+1(u, 1), cδ). Hence B∞(pj, cδ) ∩B∞(pj+1, cδ) = ∅.
Next we want to find C > 1 such that
T δu ⊂
N⋃
j=1
B∞(tj(u, 1), Cδ).
Let q ∈ T δu . There exists 0 ≤ t ≤ 1√1+|u|2 such that d∞(q, t(u, 1)) ≤ δ. Since |tj+1−tj| =
δ2, there is j ∈ {1, . . . , N} such that |t− tj| ≤ δ2. We have
d∞(t(u, 1), tj(u, 1)) = max{|t− tj||u1|, |t(u2, 1)− tj(u2, 1)− P (tju1, tu1)|1/2}.
Since |t − tj||u1| ≤ δ2rR, P (tju1, tu1) = 0 and |t − tj|1/2|(u2, 1)|1/2 ≤ δ(r2R + 1)1/4, it
follows that
d∞(t(u, 1), tj(u, 1)) ≤ max{δ2rR, δ(1 + r2R)1/4}.
Thus
d∞(q, tj(u, 1)) ≤ d∞(q, t(u, 1)) + d∞(t(u, 1), tj(u, 1)) ≤ δ + δ(1 + r2R)1/4.
Choosing C = 1+(1+r2R)1/4, we have d∞(q, tj(u, 1)) ≤ Cδ, hence q ∈ B∞(pj, Cδ).
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Axiom 3: Let us look now at what diameter estimate we can prove (to see that
we need to take dZ to be essentially the Euclidean metric on Y ).
Suppose that we can find u = [u1, u2], v = [v1, v2] ∈ Y (with u2, v2 ∈ Rm2−1) such
that |u1 − v1| ≈ δ ≈ |u2 − v2| and 1
2
P (u1, v1) = u2 − v2. Then
d∞
(
1
2
(u, 1),
1
2
(v, 1)
)
= max
{
1
2
∣∣u1 − v1∣∣ ,  ∣∣∣∣u22 − v22 − 14P (u1, v1)
∣∣∣∣1/2
}
= max
{
1
2
|u1 − v1|, 0
}
≈ δ.
Thus 0, 1
2
(u, 1), 1
2
(v, 1) ∈ TKδu ∩ TKδv for some K > 0, where TKδu is the Kδ neighbour-
hood of Iu. This implies that diamE(TKδu ∩ TKδv ) ≈ 1. Hence we cannot get anything
better than
diamE(TKδu ∩ TKδv ) .
δ
|u− v| . (97)
Thus in order for Axiom 3 to hold we need to take dZ to be essentially the Euclidean
metric in Rn−1, that is S = n− 1.
To find u and v as above, we need to have u = (u1, . . . , un−1), v = (v1, . . . , vn−1)
such that |u1 − v1| ≈ δ ≈ |u2 − v2| and the following is satisfied:∑
1≤l<i≤m1
bjl,i(ulvi − uivl) = 2(uj − vj) for all j = m1 + 1, . . . , n− 1,∑
1≤l<i≤m1
bnl,i(ulvi − uivl) = 0.
(98)
We do not know if we can find such u, v in any Carnot group of step 2 with m2 > 1,
but at least it is possible in some cases as we will see now.
Suppose that there exist 1 ≤ k < h ≤ m1 and m1 + 1 ≤ J ≤ n− 1 such that
bnk,h = 0 and b
J
k,h 6= 0. (99)
Let uk 6= 0 and ui = 0 for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m1} \ {k}. Let vk = uk + δ, vh = δ and
vi = 0 for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m1} \ {k, h}. Then |u1 − v1| ≈ δ and∑
1≤l<i≤m1
bnl,i(ulvi − uivl) = bnk,hukvh = 0
thus the last equation in (98) holds. For j = m1 + 1, . . . , n− 1, let vj = 0 and
uj =
1
2
∑
1≤l<i≤m1
bjl,i(ulvi − uivl) =
1
2
bjk,hukvh =
1
2
bjk,hukδ,
which means that all the equations in (98) are satisfied. We can choose uk small enough
so that u, v ∈ Y . Since bJk,h 6= 0, we have at least uJ 6= 0, hence |u2 − v2| ≈ δ. Hence
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in this case we found u, v as desired, which implies that in general we cannot take dZ
to be better than the Euclidean metric on Y .
Observe that condition (99) is satisfied for example in free Carnot groups of step
2 (see Section 3.3 in [3]). To define these, it is convenient to use the following
notation. For a point p = [p1, p2] = (x1, . . . , xn), we denote the coordinates of
p2 = (xm1+1, . . . , xn) by pl,i, where (l, i) ∈ I and
I = {(l, i) : 1 ≤ l < i ≤ m1}. (100)
Then #I = m1(m1 − 1)/2 and we set this to be m2. The composition law is given by
p · q, where
(p · q)k = xk + yk, k = 1, . . . ,m1,
(p · q)l,i = pl,i + ql,i + 1
2
(xiyl − xlyi), (l, i) ∈ I.
Thus in this case each polynomial Pj, where j = (l, i) for some (l, i) ∈ I, has coefficients
all zero except bjl,i =
1
2
.
Another example of a Carnot group satisfying condition (99) is the quaternionic
Heisenberg group (see for example Section 2.1 in [8]). This is identified with Rn =
R4N+3 equipped with the group operation
[p1, p2] · [q1, q2] = [p1 + q1, p2 + q2 + P (p1, q1)],
where p1, q1 ∈ R4N , p2, q2 ∈ R3 and P = (P4N+1, P4N+2, P4N+3),
P4N+1(p
1, q1) = 2
(
N∑
i=1
(qipN+i − piqN+i) +
N∑
i=1
(q3N+ip2N+i − p3N+iq2N+i)
)
,
P4N+2(p
1, q1) = 2
(
N∑
i=1
(qip2N+i − q2N+ipi) +
N∑
i=1
(qN+ip3N+i − q3N+ipN+i)
)
,
P4N+3(p
1, q1) = 2
(
N∑
i=1
(qip3N+i − piq3N+i) +
n∑
i=1
(q2N+ipN+i − p2N+iqN+i)
)
.
Hence m1 = 4N , m2 = 3, Q = 4N + 6. Here for example b4N+31,N+1 = 0 and b
4N+1
1,N+1 = 2,
which means that (99) holds with k = 1, h = N + 1, J = 4N + 1.
It is more tedious to verify that condition (99) is satisfied also in another Iwasawa
group, the first octonionic Heisenberg group (see Section 2.1 in [8]). This is modeled as
O×Im(O) ∼= R8×R7, whereO denotes the octonions. These form the eight-dimensional
real vector space spanned by the indeterminates ej, j = 0, . . . , 7 and equipped with
a certain product rule that is explained in the table in Section 2.1.3 in [8] (e0 = 1 is
the identity element). An element in O can be expressed as z = z0 +
∑7
j=1 zjej and
Im(z) =
∑7
j=1 zjej. The first octonionic Heisenberg group is O× Im(O) equipped with
the group product
(z, τ) · (z′, τ ′) = (z + z′, τ + τ ′ + 2Im(z¯′z)),
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where z¯′ = z′0 − Im(z′). It can be verified that for example b91,2 = 2 and b151,2 = 0 hence
(99) holds with J = 9 = m1 + 1 and k = 1, h = 2.
Other examples of Carnot groups of step 2 satisfying (99) can be found in Chapter
3 in [3]: in Remark 3.6.6 there are two examples of Carnot groups of Heisenberg type
on R6 = R4 × R2 and on R7 = R4 × R3; in Exercise 6 (page 179) there is one example
of a Kolmogorov type group on R5 = R3 × R2.
Axiom 4: Now we want to show that Axiom 4 does not hold with dZ equal to the
Euclidean metric on Y . For Axiom 4 to hold, we would need to be able to cover T δu
with N tubes TKδv (bk), where K > 0 and N are independent of δ, when |u − v| ≤ δ.
We will see that this cannot happen in general.
Let u = [0, 0] and v = [0, (δ, 0, . . . , 0)], thus |u−v| = |v| = δ. We want to show that
we need & δ−1/2 tubes TKδv (bk) to cover T δ0 . Consider a point p = (0, . . . , 0, a) ∈ I0,
δ1/2 ≤ a ≤ 1. We have
d∞(p, Iv) = inf
t∈[0,1/√δ2+1]
d∞(p, t(v, 1))
= inf
t∈[0,1/√δ2+1]
max{0, ((tδ)2 + (t− a)2)1/4}
= inf
t∈[0,1/√δ2+1]
((tδ)2 + (t− a)2)1/4.
The minimum is attained when t = a
δ2+1
, thus
d∞(p, Iv) = 
(
a2δ2
(δ2 + 1)2
+
a2δ4
(δ2 + 1)2
)1/4
& a1/2δ1/2 ≥ δ3/4 > δ. (101)
Moreover, we cannot find K independent of δ such that δ3/4 ≤ Kδ. Hence p /∈ TKδv for
any K (for small δ > 0). On the other hand, 0 ∈ TKδv . Thus for every p ∈ I0 such that
|p| ≥ δ1/2 we have that p /∈ TKδv , which implies that TKδv covers only a piece of I0 of
Euclidean length < δ1/2. To cover T δ0 we need to cover at least I0 and we will now see
that we need at least & δ−1/2 tubes T δv (bj) to do so.
If p1 = q1 for any two points p, q ∈ G, then for any y = [y1, y2] ∈ G we have
p · y = [p1 + y1, p2 + y2 + P (p1, y1)]
= [q1 + y1, q2 + y2 + P (q1, y1)] + [0, p2 − q2]
= q · y + [0, p2 − q2].
If we let bk = [b1k, b2k], bi = [b1i , b2i ] ∈ I0, we have b1k = b1i = 0 hence
TKδv (bi) = τbi(T
Kδ
v ) = τbk(T
Kδ
v ) + [0, b
2
i − b2k] = TKδv (bk) + [0, b2i − b2k].
Thus the tube TKδv (bk) is obtained by translating TKδv (bi) in the Euclidean sense. It
follows that each TKδv (bk) with bk ∈ I0 covers a piece of I0 of Euclidean length < δ1/2.
Thus we need > δ−1/2 of such tubes to cover I0, which means that Axiom 4 does not
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hold. Observe that it would not help to take longer tubes T˜Kδv (bk) (Kδ neighbourhoods
of I˜v(bk), which are segments containing Iv(bk) and having double length).
Hence when m2 > 1 we cannot use this axiomatic setting to obtain estimates for
the Hausdorff dimension of LT-Kakeya sets with respect to d∞.
Remark 14.3. (Classical Kakeya sets)
Almost in the same way we can see that we cannot obtain estimates for the Hausdorff
dimension (with respect to d∞) of the classical Kakeya sets when m2 > 1.
In this case we can define Iu as in (90) and T δu as in (91), whereas we let for
a ∈ Bn(0, R) and u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR),
Iu(a) = Iu + a = {[tu+ a1, t+ an] : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1√
1 + |u|2}
and
T δu(a) = {p : d∞(p, Iu(a)) ≤ δ}.
A bounded Kakeya set K ⊂ Bn(0, R) ⊂ Rn contains a unit segment in every
direction, thus in particular for every u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR) there exists a ∈ Bn(0, R) such
that Iu(a) ⊂ K.
Let us now see that also in this case the measure of the tubes is ≈ δQ−2, Axiom 3
holds if dZ is essentially the Euclidean metric and Axiom 4 does not hold.
Axiom 1: For every u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR) and every a ∈ Bn(0, R) we have Ln(T δu(a)) ≈
δQ−2. Indeed, in this case we can prove the following version of Lemma 14.2.
Lemma 14.3. There exist two constants 0 < c < 1 < C (depending only on n, R)
such that for every a ∈ Bn(0, R) and every u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR) there exist N points pj,
j = 1, . . . , N , with δ−2/
√
2 ≤ N ≤ 2δ−2, such that
N⋃
j=1
B∞(pj, cδ) ⊂ T δu(a) ⊂
N⋃
j=1
B∞(pj, Cδ)
and the balls B∞(pj, cδ) are pairwise disjoint.
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Lemma 14.2 if we define pj = tj(u, 1)+a ∈ Iu(a),
where tj = (j − 1)δ2, j = 1, . . . , N .
Axiom 3: The tubes starting from the origin T δu are the same as those defined in
(91), thus we can use the same argument used to show (97) to see that in general we
cannot take dZ to be anything better than essentially the Euclidean metric.
Axiom 4: Also here we can show that Axiom 4 is not satisfied with the same
example used previously, that is u = [0, 0], v = [0, (δ, 0, . . . , 0)]. We can see that
we need at least δ−1/2 tubes T˜Kδv (bk) (which is the Kδ neighbourhood of Iv(bk) =
{t(v, 1) + bk : 0 ≤ t ≤ 2√1+δ2}) to cover T δ0 for any constant K independent of δ.
Indeed, as was seen in (101), T˜Kδv covers only a piece of I0 of Euclidean length < δ1/2.
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Moreover, if bk ∈ I0 and q = (0, . . . , 0, a) ∈ I0 such that |bk − q| ≥ δ1/2, we can use a
similar calculation as in (101) to show that
d∞(q, Iv(bk)) ≥ δ3/4.
Hence also any tube T˜Kδv (bk) with bk ∈ I0 covers only a piece of I0 of Euclidean length
< δ1/2, which means that we need & δ−1/2 of them to cover the whole I0.
14.2 Case II: m2 = 1
We will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 14.4. Let G be a Carnot group of step 2 whose second layer has dimension
1. The Hausdorff dimension of any bounded LT-Kakeya set in G with respect to any
homogeneous metric is ≥ n+3
2
and the Hausdorff dimension of any bounded Kakeya set
with respect to any homogeneous metric is ≥ n+4
2
.
Proof of Theorem 14.4 for LT-Kakeya sets: Let us first look at the case of
LT-Kakeya sets and show that the Axioms 1-4 are satisfied hence Bourgain’s method
yields the required lower bound.
When m2 = 1 we have Q = m1 + 2m2 = n− 1 + 2 = n + 1. We denote the points
by p = [p1, pn] = (p1, . . . , pn), where p1 ∈ Rn−1. The group operation thus becomes
p · q = [p1 + q1, pn + qn + P (p1, q1)],
where
P (p1, q1) =
∑
1≤l<i≤n−1
bl,i(plqi − piql).
Here we let Z = Y = Bn−1(0, rR), where
rR <
√
1 + C2R,n − CR,n, (102)
and
CR,n = R
√
(n− 1)(n− 2) max
1≤l<i≤n−1
|bl,i|2. (103)
Note that rR is smaller than the one chosen in (93), whereas CR,n is essentially the
same constant as in (94). We let dZ be the Euclidean metric on Y , which is (n − 1)-
Ahlfors regular, so S = n− 1.
Observe that when m2 = 1 the tubes T δu(a) defined in (92) are essentially the same
as the Euclidean tubes. The rough idea is that for every point p there is only one
direction (which depends on p) in which balls B∞(p, r) do not behave like Euclidean
balls and with the above choice of rR this direction is close to the direction of the
segments Iu(a), u ∈ Y (when p ∈ Bn(0, R)). More precisely, the following holds.
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Lemma 14.5. For every q ∈ Bn(0, R) the angle between the horizontal hyperplane Hq
passing through q (that is, the left translation by q of the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane) and
the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane is at most
θR,n := arccos
1√
1 + C2R,n
.
Note that by the angle between two hyperplanes we mean the angle between their
normal vectors.
Proof. The horizontal hyperplane Hq passing through q is the set of points p = [p1, pn]
such that
pn = qn + P (q
1, p1) = qn + 〈Bq1, p1〉, (104)
where
Bq1 =
( ∑
1≤l≤n−1, l 6=i
bl,iql
)
1≤i≤n−1
,
q1 = (q1, . . . , qn−1), bl,i = −bi,l. Hence a normal vector to Hq is
n1 = [−Bq1, 1].
Since a normal vector to the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane is n2 = [0, 1], the angle between
them is
θ = arccos
〈n1, n2〉
|n1||n2| = arccos
1√
1 + |Bq1|2 .
We have
|Bq1|2 =
n−1∑
i=1
( ∑
1≤l≤n−1, l 6=i
bl,iql
)2
≤ ((n− 1)(n− 2) max
l,i
|bl,i||q1|)2
≤ C2R,n,
where CR,n is defined in (103). Hence
θ ≤ arccos 1√
1 + C2R,n
= θR,n.
Let us see more precisely how the tubes T δu(a) compare with Euclidean tubes.
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Lemma 14.6. There exist 0 < c < C <∞ (depending only on n and R) such that for
every a ∈ Bn(0, R) and every u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR)
TO,cδ(Iu(a)) ⊂ T δu(a) ⊂ TE,Cδ(Iu(a)), (105)
where TE,Cδ(Iu(a)) denotes the Cδ neighbourhood of Iu(a) in the Euclidean metric,
whereas TO,cδ(Iu(a)) denotes the set of points q ∈ Rn such that a line through q orthog-
onal to Iu(a) intersects Iu(a) in a point q¯ and |q − q¯| ≤ cδ.
Observe that TO,cδ(Iu(a)) is not exactly the cδ neighbourhood of Iu(a): it does not
contain all the points whose distance from the extremal points of Iu(a) is ≤ cδ (see
Figure 7). On the other hand, these tubes TO,cδ(Iu(a)) are often used to define the
Kakeya maximal function, see for example Definition 22.1 in [17].
Figure 7: The tubes TO,cδ(Iu(a)) and TE,Cδ(Iu(a)) in R3
Proof. One inclusion is easy since by Lemma 14.1 there exists C = CR such that for
every p, q ∈ Bn(0, R) we have
|p− q| ≤ Cd∞(p, q).
Thus T δu(a) ⊂ TE,Cδ(Iu(a)).
For the other implication, we want to find c such that TO,cδ(Iu(a)) ⊂ T δu(a). Let
q = [q1, qn] ∈ TO,cδ(Iu(a)). This means that |q − q¯| ≤ cδ, where q¯ ∈ Iu(a) is such that
the line containing q and q¯ is orthogonal to Iu(a). The points in Iu(a) are given by
γ(t) = [a1 + tu, an + t+ tP (a
1, u)], (106)
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where a = [a1, an], 0 ≤ t ≤ 1√
1+|u|2 . Let Hq be the horizontal hyperplane passing
through q, that is the left translation by q of the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane. As seen in
(104), it has the form
Hq = {p = [p1, pn] : pn = qn + P (q1, p1)]}.
Let γ(t¯) = Hq ∩ Iu(a), that is
t¯ =
qn − an + P (q1, a1)
1 + P (a1, u)− P (q1, u) . (107)
Let θ be the angle between Iu(a) and the segment joining q to γ(t¯) (see Figure 8). If
q¯ ∈ Hq then γ(t¯) = q¯ and θ = pi/2 is the angle between Iu(a) and Hq. In general θ is
greater or equal to the angle between Iu(a) and Hq. By Lemma 14.5 the angle between
Hq and the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane is ≤ θR,n. On the other hand, the angle between
Iu(a) and the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane is
arccos
|u|√|u|2 + (1 + P (a1, u))2
≥ arccos rR|1 + P (a1, u)|
≥ arccos rR
1− |P (a1, u)| .
Figure 8: Geometric situation in the proof of Lemma 14.6
Since |P (a1, u)| ≤ CR,nrR by a similar calculation as in (95), we have
arccos
rR
1− |P (a1, u)| ≥ arccos
rR
1− CR,nrR =: θ¯R,n. (108)
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By the choice of rR made in (102), θ¯R,n > θR,n. Thus we have θ ≥ θ¯R,n − θR,n > 0.
Hence
|q − γ(t¯)| = |q − q¯|
sin θ
≤ cR,n|q − q¯| ≤ cR,ncδ = δ (109)
if we choose c = 1/cR,n, where cR,n = 1/ sin(θ¯R,n − θR,n). It follows that
d∞(q, γ(t¯)) = max{|q1 − t¯u− a1|, |an + t¯+ t¯P (a1, u)− qn − P (q1, t¯u+ a1)|1/2} ≤ δ
because by (109) we have
|q1 − t¯u− a1| ≤ |q − γ(t¯)| ≤ δ
and from the expression (107) of t¯ we have
|an + t¯+ t¯P (a1, u)− qn − P (q1, t¯u+ a1)|1/2 = 0.
Hence
d∞(q, Iu(a)) = inf
t∈
[
0, 1√
1+|u|2
] d∞(q, γ(t)) ≤ d∞(q, γ(t¯)) ≤ δ,
which means q ∈ T δu(a). Thus TO,cδ(Iu(a)) ⊂ T δu(a) and (105) is proved.
Axiom 1: From (105) it follows that Ln(T δu(a)) ≈ δn−1 for every a ∈ Bn(0, R) and
every u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR). Moreover, if A ⊂ T δu(a) then A ⊂ T δu(a) ∩ Bn(q, diamE(A)) for
every q ∈ A. Using again (105) we have A ⊂ TE,Cδ(Iu(a)) ∩ Bn(q, diamE(A)), which
implies Ln(A) . diamE(A)δn−1. Hence Axiom 1 holds with T = n− 1.
Axiom 3: We can use the diameter estimate for Euclidean tubes and Lemma 14.6
to prove the following lemma, which states that Axiom 3 is satisfied.
Lemma 14.7. There exists b = bR,n > 0 such that for every a, a′ ∈ Bn(0, R), u, v ∈
Bn−1(0, rR),
diamE(T δu(a) ∩ T δv (a′)) ≤ b
δ
|u− v| . (110)
Proof. Suppose that T δu(a) ∩ T δv (a′) 6= ∅, otherwise (110) holds trivially. Then there
exists q ∈ Iu(a) such that d∞(q, Iv(a′)) ≤ 2δ. This means that d∞(q, p) ≤ 2δ for some
p ∈ Iv(a′). Then we have
Iu(a) ⊂ I˜u(q),
where
I˜u(q) = {[tu+ q1, t+ qn + tP (q1, u)] : − 1√|u|2 + 1 ≤ t ≤ 1√|u|2 + 1}.
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Indeed, if q = [t¯u+ a1, t¯+ an + t¯P (a1, u)] ∈ Iu(a), for some 0 ≤ t¯ ≤ 1√|u|2+1 , then
I˜u(q) = {[tu+ t¯u+ a1, t+ t¯+ an + t¯P (a1, u) + tP (t¯u+ a1, u)] :
− 1√|u|2 + 1 ≤ t ≤ 1√|u|2 + 1}
= {[tu+ t¯u+ a1, t+ t¯+ an + t¯P (a1, u) + tP (a1, u)] :
− 1√|u|2 + 1 ≤ t ≤ 1√|u|2 + 1}.
If z ∈ Iu(a) then z = [su + a1, s + an + sP (a1, u)] for some 0 ≤ s ≤ 1√|u|2+1 . Thus
z ∈ I˜u(q) since
z = [(s− t¯)u+ t¯u+ a1, (s− t¯) + t¯+ an + (s− t¯)P (a1, u) + t¯P (a1, u)]
and − 1√|u|2+1 ≤ s− t¯ ≤
1√
|u|2+1 . Hence Iu(a) ⊂ I˜u(q), which implies that
T δu(a) ⊂ T˜ δu(q), (111)
where T˜ δu(q) is the δ neighbourhood of I˜u(a). Similarly, since p ∈ Iv(a′) we have
Iv(a
′) ⊂ I˜v(p), hence
T δv (a
′) ⊂ T˜ δv (p). (112)
On the other hand, we now want to see that
T˜ δu(q) ⊂ T˜ 3δu (p), (113)
where T˜ 3δu (p) is the 3δ neighbourhood of I˜u(p). Let q¯ ∈ T˜ δu(q). Then there exists
z = [s¯u + q1, s¯ + qn + s¯P (q
1, u)] ∈ I˜u(q) such that d∞(q¯, z) ≤ δ. Let z′ = [s¯u + p1, s¯ +
pn + s¯P (p
1, u)] ∈ I˜u(p). Then
d∞(z, z′) = max{|s¯u+ q1 − s¯u− p1|,
|s¯+ qn + s¯P (q1, u)− s¯− pn − s¯P (p1, u)− P (s¯u+ q1, s¯u+ p1)|1/2}
= max{|q1 − p1|, |qn − pn − P (q1, p1)|1/2}
= d∞(q,p) ≤ 2δ.
Hence
d∞(q¯, z′) ≤ d∞(q¯, z) + d∞(z, z′) ≤ 3δ,
which implies that d∞(q¯, I˜u(p)) ≤ 3δ. Thus (113) holds. It follows from (111), (112)
and (113) that
T δu(a) ⊂ T˜ δu(q) ⊂ T˜ 3δu (p) and T δv (a′) ⊂ T˜ δv (p). (114)
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On the other hand,
T˜ 3δu (p) ∩ T˜ δv (p) = τp(T˜ 3δu ∩ T˜ δv ). (115)
If A ⊂ G then for every p ∈ Bn(0, R)
diamE(τp(A)) ≤
√
2(1 + C2R,n)diamE(A). (116)
Namely,
diamE(τp(A)) = sup
q,q¯∈A
|p · q − p · q¯|
and
|p · q − p · q¯|2 = |p1 + q1 − p1 − q¯1|2 + |pn + qn + P (p1, q1)− pn − q¯n − P (p1, q¯1)|2
≤ |q1 − q¯1|2 + 2|qn − q¯n|2 + 2|P (p1, q1 − q¯1)|2
≤ |q1 − q¯1|2 + 2|qn − q¯n|2 + 2C2R,n|q1 − q¯1|2
≤ 2(1 + C2R,n)|q − q¯|2.
Hence by (114), (115) and (116),
diamE(T δu(a) ∩ T δv (a′)) ≤ diamE(T˜ 3δu (p) ∩ T˜ δv (p))
= diamE(τp(T˜ 3δu ∩ T˜ δv ))
. diamE(T˜ 3δu ∩ T˜ δv ).
Since by Lemma 14.6
T˜ 3δu ⊂ TE,3Cδ(I˜u) and T˜ δv ⊂ TE,Cδ(I˜v),
we have by the diameter estimate for Euclidean tubes,
diamE(T˜ 3δu ∩ T˜ δv ) ≤ diamE(TE,3Cδ(I˜u) ∩ TE,Cδ(I˜v)) ≤ bn
Cδ
|u− v| .
Hence (110) follows.
Axiom 4: Let u, v ∈ Bn−1(0, rR) be such that |u− v| ≤ δ. We want to show that
for every a ∈ Bn(0, R)
T δu(a) ⊂ TKδ,lv (a), (117)
where TKδ,lv (a) is the Kδ neighbourhood of
I lv(a) = {[tv + a1, t+ an + tP (a1, v)] : −
1√
1 + |v|2 ≤ t ≤
2√
1 + |v|2}
and K is a constant depending only on n and R.
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To prove (117), it suffices to show
T δu ⊂ TKδ,lv (118)
since then (117) follows by applying the left translation by a. By Lemma 14.6, we
know that
T δu ⊂ TE,Cδ(Iu).
Since |u− v| ≤ δ, we have
TE,Cδ(Iu) ⊂ TE,C′δ(Iv),
where C ′ is another constant depending only on n and R. On the other hand,
TE,C
′δ(Iv) ⊂ TO,C′δ(I lv)
and again by Lemma 14.6,
TO,C
′δ(I lv) ⊂ TC
′δ/c,l
v .
Hence (118) holds with K = C ′/c.
Axiom 2: In [21] we considered (bounded) Kakeya sets in the Heisenberg group,
which we can identify with Rn = R2N×R, equipped with the Korányi metric dH (which
is bi-Lipschitz equivalent to the Carnot-Carathéodory metric). The proof of Theorem
1 in [21] contains the proof that Axiom 2 holds (with θ = 0) when the tubes are defined
with respect to the Euclidean metric and the balls with respect to dH . We could use
essentially the same proof also for tubes defined with respect to dH . Actually in the
proof of Theorem 1 we proved directly that (12) holds, that is Axiom 2 with union of
balls instead of one single ball. Proving only Axiom 2 would have been easier since we
would have not needed to look at how the angle between horizontal segments through
a point x ∈ Iu(a) and Iu(a) varies depending on x. Essentially the same proof can be
used in any Carnot group G of step 2 with m2 = 1 endowed with the metric d∞. We
show it here.
Lemma 14.8. There exist two constants (depending only on n and R) 1 ≤ K < ∞,
0 < K ′ <∞ such that the following holds. Let a ∈ Bn(0, R), u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR), p ∈ Iu(a)
and δ ≤ r ≤ 2δ. If
H1E(Iu(a) ∩B∞(p, r)) = M (119)
for some M > 0, then
Ln(T δu(a) ∩B∞(p,Kr)) ≥ K ′MLn(T δu(a)). (120)
Proof. Let Hp be the horizontal hyperplane passing through p, that is
Hp = {q = [q1, qn] : qn = pn + P (p1, q1)}.
As was seen in the proof of Lemma 14.6, the angle between Iu(a) and Hp is ≥ θ¯R,n −
θR,n > 0 (since the angle between Iu(a) and the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane is ≥ θ¯R,n and
the angle between the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane and Hp is ≤ θR,n).
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Let b = [b1, bn] ∈ Iu(a) ∩ B∞(p, r). Then we will show that any segment starting
from b, with direction parallel to Hp and contained in the tube TE,Cδ(Iu(a)) ⊃ T δu(a)
is also contained in B∞(p,Kr), where K = 1 + CcR,n, cR,n = 1/ sin(θ¯R,n − θR,n). Let
P be the hyperplane orthogonal to Iu(a) passing through the origin and let SP be the
unit sphere contained in P . For e ∈ SP and s ≥ 0 let
σbe(s) = [se+ b
1, bn + sP (p
1, e)]
be a point in any segment starting from b with direction parallel to Hp. It is contained
in TE,Cδ(Iu(a)) for those s such that dE(σbe(s), Iu(a)) ≤ Cδ. Since the angle between
Iu(a) and {σbe(s) : s ≥ 0} is ≥ θ¯R,n − θR,n, this implies
|b− σbe(s)| ≤
dE(σ
b
e(s), Iu(a))
sin(θ¯R,n − θR,n)
≤ CcR,nδ. (121)
Since b ∈ B∞(p, r), we know that
d∞(b, p) = max{|b1 − p1|, |bn − pn − P (p1, b1)|1/2} ≤ r. (122)
The d∞ distance from p to σbe(s) is
d∞(σbe(s), p) = max{|b1 + se− p1|, |bn + sP (p1, e)− pn − P (p1, b1 + se)|1/2}
= max{|b1 + se− p1|, |bn − pn − P (p1, b1)|1/2}.
Since by (121) |b1 + se− b1| = |se| ≤ |b− σbe(s)| ≤ CcR,nδ, and by (122) |b1 − p1| ≤ r,
we have
|b1 + se− p1| ≤ |se|+ |b1 − p1| ≤ CcR,nδ + r ≤ Kr.
Moreover, by (122)
|bn − pn − P (p1, b1)|1/2 ≤ r.
Thus it follows that d∞(σbe(s), p) ≤ Kr, which means σbe(s) ∈ B∞(p,Kr).
Since for every b ∈ Iu(a)∩B∞(p, r), the segment {σbe(s) : dE(σbe(s), Iu(a)) ≤ Cδ} is
contained in B∞(p,Kr), it follows from (119) that for every segment I parallel Iu(a)
contained in TO,cδ(Iu(a)) ⊂ T δu(a) we have
H1E(I ∩ TO,cδ(Iu(a)) ∩B∞(p,Kr)) ≥M.
To get
Ln(TO,cδ(Iu(a)) ∩B∞(p,Kr)) &MLn(TO,cδ(Iu(a))), (123)
we use the following formula valid for any Lebesgue measurable and integrable function
f on Rn, ∫
Rn
f(p)dLnp =
∫
Sn−2
(∫ ∞
0
rn−2
∫ ∞
−∞
f(ry, pn)dpndr
)
dσn−2(y), (124)
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which is obtained by changing the order of integration in the formula giving integration
in polar coordinates in translates of the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane along the xn-axis:∫
Rn
f(p)dLnp =
∫ ∞
−∞
(∫ ∞
0
rn−2
∫
Sn−2
f(ry, pn)dσ
n−2(y)dr
)
dpn.
Indeed, consider now the coordinate system where a is the origin and Iu(a) is contained
in the xn-axis (we can reduce to this situation by translating in Euclidean sense and
rotating Iu(a)). If we let f = χTO,cδ(Iu(a))∩B∞(p,Kr) in (124) we obtain
Ln(TO,cδ(Iu(a)) ∩B∞(p,Kr)) =
∫
Sn−2
(∫ ∞
0
rn−2
∫ ∞
−∞
f(ry, z)dzdr
)
dσn−2(y). (125)
Every segment I parallel Iu(a) contained in TO,cδ(Iu(a)) is contained in
Iry = {(ry, z) : z ∈ R}
for some y ∈ Sn−2 and 0 ≤ r ≤ cδ. Hence∫ ∞
−∞
f(ry, z)dz = H1E(Iry ∩ TO,cδ(Iu(a)) ∩B∞(p,Kr)) ≥M
and in (125) we need only to integrate over r such that 0 ≤ r ≤ cδ. Thus we obtain
Ln(TO,cδ(Iu(a)) ∩B∞(p,Kr)) ≥M
∫
Sn−2
∫ cδ
0
rn−2drdσn−2(y) ≈Mδn−1 ≈MLn(TO,cδ(Iu(a))),
which proves (123). From (123) we can then get (120) since
Ln(T δu(a) ∩B∞(p,Kr)) ≥ Ln(TO,cδ(Iu(a)) ∩B∞(p,Kr))
&MLn(TO,cδ(Iu(a)))
≈MLn(T δu(a)).
Thus Axioms 1-4 hold and Bourgain’s method yields the lower bound n+3
2
for the
Hausdorff dimension (with respect to any metric that is bi-Lipschitz equivalent to the
Carnot-Carathéodory metric) of any bounded LT-Kakeya set in G. This completes the
proof of Theorem 14.4 for LT-Kakeya sets.
Remark 14.4. We do not know if Axiom 5 holds or not since the direction of a segment
Iu(a) depends not only on u but also on a. In Axiom 5 we consider tubes with central
segments Iu(a), Iuj(aj) and Iui(ai) such that |u − uj| ≥ β/8, |u − ui| ≥ β/8 and
δ < |uj − ui| ≤ β. In general, however, the angle between the directions of Iu(a) and
Iuj(aj) is not comparable to |u − uj| (and the same for the angle between the other
directions).
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Proof of Theorem 14.4 for Kakeya sets: To prove Theorem 14.4 for the classical
bounded Kakeya sets, we define as in Remark 14.3
Iu(a) = Iu + a and T δu(a) = {p : d∞(p, Iu(a)) ≤ δ}.
Here we can let
rR <
1√
1 + C2R,n
. (126)
Note that for LT-Kakeya sets we needed a smaller rR as chosen in (102). The reason
is that here, given a ∈ Bn(0, R) and u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR), the angle between the segment
Iu(a) and the x1, . . . , xn−1-hyperplane is
arccos
|u|√
1 + |u|2 ≥ arccos(rR) =: θ¯R,n, (127)
which is greater than the angle θ¯R,n in (108). With the choice of rR made above in
(126) we have θ¯R,n > θR,n, where θR,n is as in Lemma 14.5.
First observe that also with these tubes T δu(a) we can prove Lemma 14.6, that is
there exist 0 < c < C <∞ such that for every a ∈ Bn(0, R) and every u ∈ Bn−1(0, rR)
we have
TO,cδ(Iu(a)) ⊂ T δu(a) ⊂ TE,Cδ(Iu(a)). (128)
Indeed, there are only few changes in the proof of Lemma 14.6. The first change is in
(106) since here
γ(t) = [a1 + tu, an + t],
where 0 ≤ t ≤ 1√
1+|u|2 . Thus (107) becomes
t¯ =
qn − an + P (q1, a1)
1− P (q1, u) .
Taking also here c = sin(θ¯R,n − θR,n) (with the new value of θ¯R,n given by (127)), we
obtain the same result.
Axiom 1: It follows from (128) that Axiom 1 holds with T = n− 1.
Axiom 2: Since Lemma 14.8 can be proved in the same way, Axiom 2 holds with
θ = 0.
Axiom 3: Here Axiom 3 follows directly from (128) and Axiom 3 for Euclidean
tubes. Indeed here the direction of Iu(a) is [u, 1], thus
diamE(T δu(a) ∩ T δv (a′)) ≤ diamE(TE,Cδ(Iu(a)) ∩ TE,Cδ(Iv(a′))) ≤ b
Cδ
|u− v| .
Axiom 4: Also Axiom 4 follows directly from (128) and Axiom 4 for Euclidean
tubes. Indeed, if |u− v| ≤ δ, then
T δu(a) ⊂ TE,Cδ(Iu(a)) ⊂ TE,2Cδ(Iv(a)) ⊂ TO,2Cδ(I lv(a)) ⊂ T 2Cδ/c,lv (a),
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where I lv(a) = {[tv + a1, t+ 1] : − 1√1+|v|2 ≤ t ≤
2√
1+|v|2}.
Axiom 5: It holds with λ = 1 and α = n− 2 since it follows again from (128) and
Axiom 5 for Euclidean tubes. Indeed, we can show the following.
Lemma 14.9. Let 0 < δ, β, γ < 1 and let T = T δu(a) and Tj = T δuj(aj), j = 1, . . . , N ,
a, aj ∈ Bn(0, R), u, uj ∈ Bn−1(0, rR), T∩Tj 6= ∅ for every j. Suppose that |u−uj| ≥ β/8
and |uj − uk| > δ for every j 6= k. Then for all j = 1, . . . , N ,
#Ij = #{i : |ui − uj| ≤ β, Ti ∩ Tj 6= ∅, dE(Ti ∩ Tj, Tj ∩ T ) ≥ γ} . βδ−1γ2−n. (129)
Proof. As showed in the proof of Lemma 12.3, we can assume that δ is much smaller
than γ and that β > δ
γ
. We have by (128) T = T δu(a) ⊂ TE,Cδ(Iu(a)) =: TE and
Tj = T
δ
uj
(aj) ⊂ TE,Cδ(Iuj(aj)) =: TEj for every j. Fix j and let i ∈ Ij. The directions of
TE, TEj and TEi are respectively [u, 1], [uj, 1] and [ui, 1]. By assumption |u−uj| ≥ β/8,
|u− ui| ≥ β/8 and δ < |ui− uj| ≤ β. We can show that dE(TE ∩ TEj , TEj ∩ TEi ) & γ as
was done in the proof of Lemma 12.3. Hence by axiom 5 for Euclidean tubes we have
#{i : |ui − uj| ≤ β, TEi ∩ TEj 6= ∅, dE(TEi ∩ TEj , TEj ∩ TE) & γ} . βδ−1γ2−n,
which implies (129).
Hence Theorem 14.4 for bounded Kakeya sets follows from Theorem 6.2.
Remark 14.5. In [21] in the Heisenberg group we found the same lower bound n+4
2
for
the Hausdorff dimension of bounded Kakeya sets when n ≤ 8. Moreover, we derived
a better lower bound 4n+10
7
for n ≥ 9 from the Kakeya estimate obtained by Katz and
Tao ( [14]) using arithmetic methods (see also Remark 12.1).
Note that in the proof of Lemma 14.8 we showed that Axiom 2 holds also with balls
defined with respect to d∞ and tubes defined with respect to the Euclidean metric in
the case of a Carnot group of step 2 and m2 = 1 (see (123)). Thus we could prove
the following, which for Heisenberg groups is the same as Theorem 1 in [21] (and it
can be proved as Theorem 4.1). Let G be a Carnot group of step 2 with m2 = 1, let
1 ≤ p < n, β > 0 such that n+ 1− βp > 0. If
||f ∗δ ||Lp(Sn−1) ≤ Cn,p,βδ−β||f ||Lp(Rn) (130)
holds for any f ∈ Lp(Rn), then the Hausdorff dimension with respect to a homogeneous
metric of any bounded Kakeya set in G is at least n + 1 − βp. Here f ∗δ denotes the
classical Kakeya maximal function in which tubes are defined with respect to the
Euclidean metric.
As seen in (67), Katz and Tao’s result shows that (130) holds with p = 4n+3
7
and
β = 3n−3
4n+3
, hence it implies the lower bound 4n+10
7
for the Hausdorff dimension (with
respect to any homogeneous metric) of any bounded Kakeya set in any Carnot group
of step 2 if the second layer has dimension 1. This improves the lower bound n+4
2
when
n ≥ 9.
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